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Executive Summary 
 

Stakeholder feedback throughout the Ready Schools Design Thinking process led to five focus areas: Project-
Based Learning, STEAM & Hands-On Learning, Entrepreneurship, Career Awareness, and Community & Industry 
Partnerships.  Though each of these focus areas stands alone, there are many opportunities for integration 
between several focus areas.  Strategies in all five focus areas will be implemented with an emphasis on 
educational equity across all schools and with preK-12 alignment.  Highlights for each of the five focus areas are 
listed below. 

 

Focus Area Highlights 

1) Project-Based 
Learning 

• STEM Fellows and experienced PBL Teachers from The Academy of 
Science and Entrepreneurship (ASE) will receive training to be certified PBL 
trainers 

• Teachers at all schools will be trained by certified trainers over 5 years 

• A PBL Model Learning Lab will be formed at ASE where teachers can 
receive ongoing and advanced PBL training  

2) STEAM & Hands-On 
Learning 

• STEM to Them Mobile Lab is an innovative mobile STEM lab that will travel 
to all MCCSC elementary schools twice a year, providing robotics and 
engineering lessons to all students 

• Makerspaces will be implemented at all three middle schools and ASE 

• New career pathways including Computer Science (Informatics), Life 
Science (BioMed/Tech), and Cybersecurity will begin 

• Continue to have maker and programming challenges, Innovation Day 
STEM Career Fair, computer science and coding instruction, clubs, etc. 

3) Career Awareness • By providing more equitable, corporation-wide activities, students at all levels 
will be exposed to more college and career opportunities 

• Some new events include: 
o Elementary School: Hoosier Hills Manufacturing Day where 5th and 

6th grade students will experience hands-on activities related to 
several advanced manufacturing careers, school-based careers 
days, and more intentionality in connecting classroom content to 
career awareness 

o Middle School: career day and tour of Hoosier Hills Career Center 
and Tour of Opportunity where students will tour several local 
businesses and learn about the careers involved with each place 

o High School: College and Career Centers at each high school, 
Lunch & Learn Sessions for teachers and students, Internship 
Program Alignment, and Adulting Day where students choose 
between classes on several life skills such as changing a tire, 
dressing for interviews, and different types of savings 
accounts/investments, etc. 

4) Entrepreneurship • INCubatoredu high school course and mxINCedu middle school courses 
allow students to have real-world experiences as they go through the 
process of creating a product/business 

• Elementary school students will have exposure to entrepreneurship through 
occasional fun and engaging lessons and learning about Lemonade Day 

5) Community & Industry 
Partnerships 

• Community and industry partnerships are integral to the other 4 focus areas 

• New, mutually beneficial and authentic partnerships will be formed 

• A simplified process for teachers/administrators to identify partners for 
activities at their school and for partners to identify ways to get involved will 
be created 

 

• The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship will also undergo a transformation aligned with the Ready 
Schools focus areas. 

• Based on stakeholder feedback, it was apparent that centralized staff positions were needed to successfully 
implement these strategies effectively.  The staff will support teachers and administrators in the alignment, 
planning, coordination, and implementation of school and community events related to the five focus areas.   
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Background and Process 

Ready Schools is a design-thinking process used to support school districts in aligning their preK-12 

curricular and programmatic offerings to the educational and workforce needs of the region. The goal of 

this work is to engage stakeholders in meaningful dialogue about what success means within the 

community and develop a systemic plan for implementation.  

Background 

The Monroe County Community School Corporation (MCCSC), located in South Central Indiana, 
is a dynamic community with broad diversity in cultures, religions, ethnic groups, and socioeconomic 

levels. With 23 Elementary, Middle and High schools, the MCCSC serves over 11,000 students. Its 

mission and vision state, “Empowering students to maximize their educational success to become 

productive, responsible global citizens. We envision a world-class learning community that educates 
tomorrow’s leaders and our school corporation focuses on three core values; engagement, 
empowerment, and environment.” Thus, the MCCSC believes that all students can learn, be empowered, 
and thrive in a positive, creative, and stimulating learning and working environment.   
 

This diversity and the school community’s commitment to quality education have made the 
Monroe County Community School Corporation (MCCSC) an educational leader in Indiana. The 
corporation encompasses 360 square miles and operates two comprehensive high schools, The 
Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship (a New Tech High School), three middle schools, 14 
elementary schools and one alternative high school, the Bloomington Graduation School. Broadview 
Learning Center for adult students and the Hoosier Hills Career Center (HHCC) for career and technical 
training are also part of the corporation. MCCSC is the 19th largest school system in the state of Indiana 
employing over 850 teachers and approximately 55 certified administrators and a support staff of 
approximately 1,100 people. 
  

The school corporation consists of single-family homes, condominiums, apartment complexes, 
and government-subsidized housing, as well as industrial parks, businesses and farmland. Two 
institutions of higher education, Indiana University and Ivy Tech Community College, are located in 
Bloomington. The community is made up of professional, educational, and blue-collar workers with most 
professionals working in business management, advanced manufacturing, defense, government, 
medicine, or teaching at Indiana University.  
 

MCCSC is led by a seven-member Board of School Trustees.  Dr. Judith DeMuth is the 
Superintendent of Schools.  In addition to the Superintendent, the corporation’s leadership team is 
composed of two Assistant Superintendents, as well as Directors of Elementary Education, Special 
Education, Technology, and Business Operations.   
 

Each of the four high schools and three middle schools have a principal.  The two comprehensive 
high schools have four assistant principals, five school counselors, and a full-time social worker.  The two 
smaller high schools have a school counselor and a part-time social worker.  At each of the middle 
schools, there are two assistant principals, two school counselors, and a social worker.  At Hoosier Hills 
Career Center, there is a director and an assistant director.  Each elementary school has a principal and 
social worker.  Some elementary schools also have an assistant principal.    
 

The MCCSC already offers comprehensive educational curricula with special activities and 
programs geared to provide enrichment, exploration, and instructional support for students in grades 

preK-12. The high schools offer very rigorous and challenging curricula that annually produce a significant 
number of students completing Advanced Placement exams and earning college credit. MCCSC students 
consistently score above the state and national average on the SAT/ACT and above the state average on 
the ILEARN/ISTEP/GQE. Consequently, each year the MCCSC high schools have students competing 
for National Merit Scholarships and earning the Indiana Academic Honors Diploma.   

 



 

 

The MCCSC also provides opportunities for students at all levels to participate in outstanding 
programs such as academic teams, robotics teams, athletics, fine and performing arts, and publications. 
The MCCSC high schools have award-winning instrumental and choral programs and have earned 

Indiana athletic championships as well as state and national academic competitions.   
 

In addition, four MCCSC schools have been named Indiana STEM Certified Schools.  They are 
The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship, Batchelor Middle School, Grandview Elementary School, 
and Unionville Elementary School.  Three elementary schools, University, Templeton, and Childs, are 
International Baccalaureate (IB) schools.  Summit and Clear Creek Elementary Schools are World 

Language Schools who host Spanish Immersion programs for their students.  Fairview Elementary 
School is an Artful Learning and Performing Arts Academy.  Unionville Elementary School created and 
trademarked their own curriculum guided by the acronym E.A.R.T.H. where each letter represents a 
different component (Environment, Art, Resources, Technology, and Health).  Additionally, Unionville was 

named a National Blue Ribbon School this year.  Seven MCCSC elementary schools are also Title I 
schools based on the population of students receiving free and reduced lunch that attend the school.  The 
Title I schools are Fairview Elementary, Templeton Elementary, Grandview Elementary, Highland Park 
Elementary, Summit Elementary, Arlington Heights Elementary, and Clear Creek Elementary.       
 

The MCCSC provides students with a quality education in excellent schools that have been built 

by the efforts of outstanding educators, dedicated administrators, supportive school board members, and 
involved parents. However, despite the fact that the MCCSC has numerous outstanding curricular and 
programmatic offerings accompanied by high accolades, the MCCSC always strives to engage in 
continuous learning and improvement.  Therefore, the plans proposed by Ready Schools will support 

MCCSC in these efforts as well as ensure that curricular and programmatic offerings are aligned to the 
education and workforce needs of the community.  These plans will be detailed in the next section as we 
recognize we have room for growth in that area. 
 

In 2017, an Occupational Needs Assessment was conducted by ROI to highlight the education 
and workforce needs of the region.  The assessment revealed that careers in the advanced 

manufacturing, life sciences, and national security and defense sectors are in high demand in the Indiana 
Uplands region. Reviewing the information in the assessment has helped in identifying gaps in our 
curricular and programmatic offerings that prevent students from being ready to be successfully employed 
in these high demand careers.  
 

During the summer of 2018, our corporation received a Ready Schools grant from Regional 
Opportunity Initiatives, Inc. (ROI).  The grant process involved using a five-phase design thinking process 
to develop a plan with systemic alignment of our preK-12 curricular and programmatic offerings to meet 
the needs of students and provide more access to explore postsecondary education or careers.  During 
the entire process, representative(s) from each MCCSC school served on the Design Team (see 
Appendix A).  In addition, an Education Workforce Advisory Team (EWAT) of community, industry, and 
higher education members was formed (see Appendix B).  Members of each team were selected based 
on feedback from principals and/or roles in the community or local workforce.  The five phases of the 
design thinking process used by Ready Schools are discovery, synthesis, ideation, refinement, and 
implementation.  The following is a detailed description of each phase. 
 

Process 

Discovery Phase 

The Discovery Phase engaged the Design Team in a process of collaboration and data gathering. 

In October 2018, the District Readiness Coordinators (DRCs) and Design Team members conducted 

purposeful interviews with key constituents, community members, and industry partners.  Data gathered 

from the interviews helped to identify deeper community needs, develop a solid foundation for guiding 

questions, and hear what others hope for their community schools.  

The individuals that participated in the interviews during the Discovery Phase were carefully 
selected to capture a true representation of the population that MCCSC serves.  It is important to note 



 

 

that all interviewees represented a range of backgrounds and personal experiences.  At the initial start of 
the Discovery Phase, DRCs, the Advisory Team, and the Design Team members brainstormed names of 
individuals and organizations to consider for interviewing.  Additionally, Design Team members had 

autonomy in selecting parents, students, teachers and staff to interview at their individual schools.  
However, they were advised that their interviewee pool must be a diverse representative sample of their 
individual school.  
 

Over 625 interviews were conducted (see Appendix C).  Different interview questions were 
created for parents, teachers/staff, administrators, students, former students, community member, and 

industry members.  Each set of interview questions were reviewed and approved by the District 
Superintendent, and the Discussion Council (DISCO) made up of union representatives, before beginning 
the interview process. Furthermore, all Design Team members received training on the best practices of 
conducting interviews.  As data was collected from the interviews, the DRCs reviewed the data and coded 

it as hopes and wishes, satisfactions, and frustrations. Lastly, the DRCs created summaries of the 
findings for each group (see Appendix D and E) and made it available for review by Design Team 
members.  
 

Beginning during the Discovery Phase and continuing throughout the design thinking process, the 
DRCs attended a total of 22 promising practice visits, five conferences, and a host of workshops, 

meetings, and webinars (see Appendix F) where they learned about innovative educational practices 
taking place in other school districts.  A total of over 40 members of the Advisory Team, Design Team, 
and other staff members attended these promising practice visits and workshops related to the execution 
of the Ready Schools grant. The purpose of participating in these activities was to discover innovative 

educational practices, share ideas, and implement effective practices that may benefit individual schools 
and/or the corporation.  
 

The monthly Ready Schools Newsletter began during the Discovery Phase. In the newsletter 
MCCSC educators receive up to date information about the Ready Schools process.  In addition, local 
and out of state programs and events that focused on college and career readiness were showcased. 

Ultimately, the goal of the newsletter is to provide relevant Ready Schools information and highlight 
innovative college and career awareness opportunities.    
 

Synthesis Phase 
 

The Synthesis Phase, which began in the winter of 2019, built on the Discovery Phase through 
learning and exploration. During the Synthesis Phase, the DRCs and Design Team assembled the 
information gathered from stakeholders and began to make sense of the needs and hopes of employers, 

educators, parents, and students. Additional context was developed through visiting model programs as 
part of promising practice visits, researching strategies, and exploring relevant ideas to gain key insights 
and determine guiding questions. 
 

The DRCs met with the Design Team members twice at the start of the Synthesis Phase.  During 

the meetings, Design Team members and DRCs reviewed the data collected from the Discovery Phase 
interviews.  Some major themes were identified as key findings across all the profile groups.  These 
themes were then used to create “Need Statements”.  It was important that the themes were addressed in 
a systemic way in order to create more equity corporation-wide, as we knew some of these things were 
already happening in pockets throughout the corporation.  The seven themes were  

• soft skills,  

• project-based learning, inquiry learning, and real-world application,  

• career exploration and awareness, 

• postsecondary planning and awareness of all options, 

• financial literacy, 

• sustainable and authentic community and industry relationships, and 

• more STEM/STEAM and hands-on instruction. 
 



 

 

Next, using the core themes the Design Team worked together to generate “Need Statements” 
and “How Might We” questions (see Appendix G).  In addition, during the February 2019 Advisory Team 
meeting, the DRCs shared the core themes.  At that time, the team engaged in meaningful discussion 

about how to critically analyze the data and better understand the various perspectives learned from the 
Discovery Phase.  The information gathered from this meeting helped in digging deeper and generating 
possible ideas to meet the needs of students systemically, so that every student is engaged in a relevant 
path to success. 

 

Ideation Phase 
 

The Ideation Phase involved having key stakeholders and the Design Team generate possible 
solutions and consider how the ideas fit together as a preK-12 aligned system. The goal of Ideation was 

to create a pool of promising solutions to meet the needs of the students, community, and schools. 
 

The DRCs met with the Design Team members twice during the Ideation Phase.  During the 
meetings, Design Team members and the DRCs participated in idea generating sessions called radical 

collaboration.  The radical collaborations helped generate ideas relevant to each “How Might We” 
question presented during the Synthesis Phase.  Radical collaborations were also conducted with school 
principals, district level staff, and some Advisory Team members to receive feedback and encourage 
support and buy in.  Additionally, the DRCs met with the Advisory Team to share ideas. The ideas were 
generated from information gathered from interviews, promising practices visits, researching innovative 

educational practices, and information received from workshops and conferences.   
 

At the conclusion of the Ideation Phase, five focus areas were identified for which draft 
implementation ideas were created.  The five focus areas are 1) project-based learning, 2) STEAM and 

hands-on learning, 3) career awareness, 4) entrepreneurship, and 5) community and industry 
partnerships. It was important to include the arts with STEM instruction because not only did we hear 
about the importance of art programming from our stakeholders, but Bloomington and MCCSC schools 
have created a rich culture of art over the years.  With a focus on these five areas, our students will 

experience relevant hands-on learning, and gain employability skills which will prepare them to be 
college, career, AND life ready when they graduate. 
 

Although the five focus areas were originally identified based on the stakeholder feedback 
received throughout the design thinking process, these focus areas also directly align with many of the 
initiatives being passed down from Indiana Department of Education.  For example, as part of the State 
STEM Strategic Plan, 100% of teachers are expected to be trained in PBL by 2025 and 100% of schools 
will be implementing a STEM curriculum within 6 years.  The State STEM plan also requires schools to 
foster early STEM career exposure and business and industry partnerships.  Beginning in the 2019-2020, 
schools are expected to incorporate instruction on the new Employability Skills Standards as 
well.  Coincidentally, the work of Ready Schools also aligns with the new Graduation Pathway mandates 
and Governor’s Workforce Cabinet initiatives. 
 

Refinement Phase 
 

During the Refinement Phase of the design thinking process, a systemic plan was designed to 
address the five focus areas.  The DRCs met with the Design Team and visited staff meetings at each 
school in order to provide a brief Ready Schools update and receive feedback (Appendix H and I) from 
staff members on a draft implementation plan for project-based learning and a draft career awareness 

activity plan.  Staff members were asked to share what they “liked and wondered” about the drafts.  The 
feedback was reviewed and the DRCs used the information to make necessary changes and to help 
focus the final implementation plan.  For example, feedback from teachers and administrators heavily 
impacted the final plans for PBL implementation. 
 

The Advisory Team met in September 2019 and reviewed a Partnership Model that showed the 
levels of partnership engagement and how they ranged from transactional to transformational.  They 



 

 

provided valuable feedback that led to modifications from a pyramid to a continuum of levels of 
partnership engagement and the creation of a new partnership model (see Appendix J).  In addition, the 
Advisory Team provided useful feedback on the draft PBL implementation and career awareness 

activities plan.   
 

During this phase, the DRCs met with individual principals at schools who were identified to pilot 
certain programs (ex. project-based learning, makerspaces, etc.) to discuss implementation and 

determine readiness.  By piloting certain programs, it will enable continuous engagement in the design 
thinking process for each of the five focus areas as needed.  The DRCs also gathered information from 
different companies regarding training for project-based learning, training for use of makerspaces, and 
information on INCubatoredu.  Some additional promising practice visits occurred to help the DRCs 
finalize plans.  In addition, the DRCs researched resources for equipment for makerspaces and 

INCubatoredu classrooms.  While researching and continuing to get feedback, the DRCs began working 
on the components necessary for the implementation plan and grant proposal. 

 
Graphic 1: Ready Schools Planning Grant Timeline 
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Strategies 
Throughout the Ready Schools design thinking process, several areas were continuously 

mentioned by our stakeholders.  These areas, which also align with MCCSC’s tagline, “Engage. 

Empower. Educate.” became known as our focus areas.  Implementation strategies were identified for 
each of the five focus areas: 1) project-based learning (PBL), 2) STEAM and hands-on learning, 3) career 
awareness, 4) entrepreneurship, and 5) community and industry partnerships.  There are three additional 
areas that all five focus areas impact noted at the end of this section.  Those include employability skills, 
the transformation of The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship, and sustainability. 

Though each of the five areas are independently important and influence the ability of students to 
graduate college, career, AND life ready, they are also very interconnected.  The combination of several 
focus areas together provides authentic and relevant ways to ground teaching and learning in relevancy 
and while addressing the needs of students.  Through a combination of the five focus areas, every 
student can be engaged in a relevant path to success and be prepared for postsecondary and career 
success.  Community and industry partners are also integral to the authenticity of the activities included in 
each focus area and help provide meaningful and ongoing collaboration among schools and community 
and industry partners.   

MCCSC already has some structures in place that will allow for smooth implementation of these 
five focus areas.  Through weekly participation in professional learning communities (PLCs), teachers 
continuously look at how what they are doing impacts students.  At these meetings, teachers focus the 
three big ideas of commitment to learning, results, and building a collaborative culture.  The strategies 
incorporated in Ready Schools will intentionally become a topic in PLCs as teachers review data and plan 
what they want students to know, how they know the students are learning, and how they respond with 
interventions and enrichment. 

As a diverse school corporation, MCCSC recognizes the need to educate the whole child 
throughout their engagement in formal schooling.  As strategies were developed, educational equity was 
at the forefront of the design thinking process.  It is paramount that the implementation plan not only has 
preK-12 offerings, but also opportunities across all the schools in the corporation.  As part of our 
corporation-wide equity commitment, we intend to incorporate professional development in culturally 
responsive pedagogy in the areas of project-based learning, STEAM and hands-on learning, and career 
awareness.  All MCCSC students deserve access to, and will receive, the rich opportunities and benefits 
that will be provided through the strategies listed below. 

Strategy #1: Project-Based Learning (PBL) Core Principle #s: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

Although PBL was identified as one of our focus areas, feedback also showed that it could be 
viewed as a vehicle to drive the other four focus areas while also teaching students employability skills 
and financial literacy (see Appendix L).  By including project-based learning as an instructional method for 
teachers, students will participate in authentic learning opportunities with real-world relevance.  The PBL 
units will authentically include a problem or idea presented by a community or industry partner and 
throughout the unit, students will engage in collaborative group work and deeper learning.   

PBL instruction aligns directly with the Ready Schools Core Principles.  Through the use of PBL 
at all levels in our corporation, every student will be engaging in a relevant path to success (#1) and 
graduating high school ready for postsecondary and career success (#2).  In addition, meaningful and 
ongoing collaboration occurs among schools, industry, and community (#3), teaching and learning is 
grounded in relevancy (#4), preK-12 schools are aligned around a common vision of student success 
(#5), and schools embrace the significant role they play in achieving regional prosperity (#6). 

PBL is important because it provides many opportunities for students to gain important skills 
necessary for postsecondary success such as problem solving, critical thinking, communicating, and 



 

collaborating.  It’s also an opportunity for teachers to teach the state standards in a more engaging and 
relevant way. PBL also creates opportunities for hands-on instruction, career awareness, real-world 
learning opportunities, and authentic partnerships.  Often times, students have the ability to solve local or 
regional problems through their projects. 

PBL at The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship 

MCCSC already has some experience with PBL at the high school level through The Academy of 
Science and Entrepreneurship.  As a New Tech High School, teachers have all had professional training 
in PBL and they teach using interdisciplinary project-based units regularly.  In addition, some years, they 
do a school-wide, weeklong project with members of the community.  Last year, they partnered with the 
city of Bloomington on an environmental project.  The Academy’s Advisory Team did research over the 
past year and found that the smaller class size which allowed for more relationship building and engaged, 
relevant learning through PBL instruction were popular reasons students chose to attend there over their 
zoned high school. In addition, many people commented about the employability skills students from The 
Academy exhibit, such as effective communication skills, self-confidence, adaptability, professionalism, 
initiative, and problem solving.  Students gain these skills by participating in PBL as well as the career 
awareness opportunities provided at the school including mock interviews and job shadowing done in 
coordination with community and industry partners. All teachers at The Academy will have an opportunity 
to be mentors throughout the process of incorporating PBL at the other 22 schools in the corporation. 

Training of Teachers in PBL 

MCCSC has a desire to expand PBL beyond The Academy.  For this reason, incorporating PBL 
corporation-wide is the most ambitious part of MCCSC’s Implementation Plan.  Appropriate and beneficial 

training of approximately 850 teachers will take place in three phases over five years.  Through the ROI 
STEM Fellows program, a teacher at every elementary and middle school in the MCCSC has already 
received Jumpstart training from Magnify Learning in Fall 2019.  These teachers will also attend 
Advanced and Trainer Certification workshops hosted by them over the next two years (completion in 
Summer 2021).  Once these teachers have been certified as trainers, they will assist with training staff at 
their own schools and provide ongoing support after the conclusion of the grant.  Some teachers from 
The Academy will also participate in the Advanced and Trainer Certification workshops and then assist 
with training teachers at the other high schools. In addition, during the summer of 2020, two cohorts of 
Jumpstart training workshops will be hosted by Magnify Learning for teachers from four pilot schools: 
Arlington Heights Elementary, Binford Elementary, Lakeview Elementary, and Marlin Elementary.  These 
schools were chosen as pilot schools based on teacher, staff, and community involvement and readiness 
expressed throughout the Ready Schools design thinking process.  The table below shows the phased in 
approach to PBL implementation.  In order to provide flexibility for schools and teachers, after year one, 
several opportunities for training will be available to schools assigned training each year.  For example, 
some MCCSC Certified PBL Trainers may offer summer and break day training opportunities, whereas 
some principals may opt to have their staff complete training during staff meetings offered throughout the 
year and possibly on professional learning days.  In order to be consistent in the training provided, all 
presenters will use the same training protocol and activities during their training sessions.  The only 
exception to this will be five elementary schools who are currently implementing inquiry and project units 
based on their STEM, International Baccalaureate, or E.A.R.T.H. curriculum programs.  They will receive 
modified training based on the needs of each staff.  In addition, by incorporating culturally responsive 
pedagogy into the core PBL training every teacher receives, it will provide an opportunity to eliminate 
achievement/opportunity gaps for marginalized populations.  The PBL training implementation will be 
overseen by the MCCSC Outreach and Innovation Coordinator (OIC). 

 
Magnify Learning was selected to provide the Jumpstart, Advanced, and Trainer Certification 

trainings for several reasons.  After receiving bids from several companies, they were the only company 
to meet MCCSC’s needs without providing additional unnecessary resources that were costly.  They also 



 

provided an option for trainer certification, which was necessary given the size of the corporation.  
Magnify Learning was also chosen based on the feedback provided by the STEM Fellows and Academy 
teachers who have attended training.  In addition, Magnify’s ability to be flexible with training dates are 

appealing as well. 
 
Table 1 PBL Training Plan 

Year 1: 2020-2021 
Phase 1 

• STEM Fellow Cohort & ASE Teachers: receive PBL Advanced Training 
from Magnify Learning 

• Pilot Schools: Lakeview, Binford, Marlin, and Arlington Heights Elementary 
School teachers will receive PBL Jumpstart Training from Magnify Learning 

Year 2: 2021-2022 
Phase 2 

• STEM Fellow Cohort & ASE Teachers: receive PBL Trainer Certification 
training from Magnify Learning 

• Clear Creek, Highland Park, and Summit Elementary and Batchelor 
Middle School Teachers: receive PBL training from MCCSC PBL Certified 
Trainers 

• High School Social Studies Teachers and other Early Adopters : 
receive PBL training from MCCSC PBL Certified Trainers 

• PBL Model Learning Lab: MCCSC teachers will be able to attend 
advanced and targeted PBL training sessions led by New Tech and 
MCCSC teachers (this opportunity will continue into future years as well) 

Year 3: 2022-2023 
Phase 3 

• Fairview and Rogers Elementary and Jackson Creek and Tri-North 
Middle School Teachers: receive PBL training from MCCSC PBL Certified 
Trainers 

• Childs, Grandview, Templeton, University, & Unionville Elementary 
Teachers: receive abbreviated PBL training since their schools already do 
project/inquiry learning units 

• PBL Model Learning Lab: teachers from outside the MCCSC will be able 
to attend advanced and targeted PBL training sessions (this opportunity will 
continue into future years as well) 

Year 4: 2023-2024 
Phase 3 

• New Teachers, High School English/Language Arts Teachers, and 
High School Science Teachers: receive PBL training from MCCSC PBL 
Certified Trainers 

Year 5: 2024-2025 
Phase 3 

• New Teachers, High School Math, and Elective Teachers: receive PBL 
training from MCCSC PBL Certified Trainers 

 
After receiving training, teachers will be expected to incorporate PBL in their classrooms. In 

taking into consideration feedback from stakeholders and information learned on promising practices 
visits, elementary schools will be expected to do grade level PBL units at least once per semester.  
Middle and high schools will have PBL units required at least twice a year in certain courses.  We hope to 
also have an elementary school that chooses to use PBL to teach continuously throughout the year, 
similar to instruction provided at The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship. In order to provide 
continuous support to teachers implementing PBL in their classrooms, each school will have a PBL lead 
teacher, most often the STEM Fellow, who will have received more in-depth PBL training and coaching 
and can be a resource and support to the teachers. 
 

PBL Model Learning Lab and Ongoing Professional Development 

One of the more innovative aspects of the PBL plan includes making The Academy into a PBL 
Model Learning Lab.  This will be a key component to the growth and sustainability of PBL in MCCSC 
schools.   At the Learning Lab, teachers from MCCSC and beyond can come observe high quality PBL 
instruction and receive training provided by MCCSC teachers and other trained professionals.  As a New 
Tech school, the Academy has access to ongoing professional development opportunities that can be 



 

shared with teachers throughout our corporation for no additional fees.  Access to ongoing professional 
development will be important for sustainability as teachers continue to refine their teaching and 
incorporate PBL into their lessons.  The PBL Model Learning Lab will also be a way to spotlight MCCSC 
and The Academy locally as well as around the state and beyond.  As school districts across the state 
spend time over the next few years training their teachers in PBL to meet state legislative requirements, 
they will also be looking for exemplar schools and continuous training.  MCCSC can be a model school 
corporation showcasing high quality PBL instruction at all levels.   
 

In order to increase awareness and clarity about PBL, introductory sessions called PBL101 were 
offered during the corporation-wide professional learning day in November 2019.  Staff members were 
able to select from over 180 sessions on a variety of topics and the PBL101 sessions were some of the 
most popular choices.  Over 125 people attended the sessions on PBL.  The corporation will continue to 
offer these sessions when possible and also a recorded session is available for all staff members to view 
via the Professional Learning Canvas Site. 

PBL Partnerships 

One of the major concerns heard from teachers regarding PBL implementation was the time 
involved in finding partnerships.  As a result, the Outreach and Innovation Coordinator (OIC), a 
corporation-wide position, will assist with this process.  Teachers will be able to fill out a simple form 
about their PBL unit and what kind of partnership they are seeking.  The OIC will identify a partner 
interested in participating with the class and connect them with the teacher.  In addition, the OIC will 
create a database of community and industry partners interested in participating in PBL units with our 
students.  This information will be available to all teachers. 

Sample PBL Canvas Site 

While providing feedback about implementing PBL in the MCCSC, many teachers also asked if 
there’d be a list of PBL units they might be able to select from or use as inspiration.  PBL units created by 

our staff, as well as some others found from reputable resources, will be housed on a PBL Canvas Site 
where all teachers will have access to them.  This resource will continue to grow as new units are 
created.  In addition, in PLCs, teacher teams will be looking at standards and working collaboratively to 
ask the essential questions, “What do we want our students to know/be able to do?” and “How will we 

know if our students are learning?”  The answers to these questions will help drive the creation and/or 

selection of a PBL unit.  As the teachers continue to implement the unit, they will continue to meet in 
PLCs and revisit the data collected during benchmarks (and common formative assessments (CFAs)) to 
determine what remediation and/or enrichment is needed for students.  This continuous review of data 
will enable teachers to modify PBL units as needed and students to be successful in their learning. 

  

 

  



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Project Based Learning 

 

Goal: Increase the authentic, educative, and engaging learning opportunities with real-world relevance for students through the expansion and creation 
of a systemic preK-12 alignment of PBL units/courses such that it impacts student achievement 

INPUTS ACTIVITIES OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES IMPACT 

What we invest What is done with the inputs? 

What the program does and for whom? 

What’s the impact? 
Short-term Long-term 

➢ Students participating in 
PBL instruction 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

➢ Engaged, real-world, relevant 
learning 

➢ Students enrolled in courses 
where teachers have received 
PBL training will complete at 
least 1 PBL unit per year 

➢ Teachers will develop PBL 
rubrics aligned with the IDOE 
Employability Skills 

➢ By the end of 2023, 
Elementary students will 
complete at least 2 PBL 
units per year  

➢ By the end of 2023, 
secondary students will 
complete at least 2 PBL 
units per year 

➢ 10% overall increase in 
students completing PBL 
unit for graduation 
pathways requirement by 
the end year three 

➢ Students earning a 
proficient or advanced on 
PBL rubrics will increase 
by at least 10% annually  

➢ At least 75% of students 
completing a PBL unit will 
demonstrate growth on 
the common summative 
assessment (CSA) 
grading scale on 
standards taught in the 
PBL unit.  

 

➢ PreK-12 connections 
to increase talent 
retention in the 
region 

➢ Relevant and 
engaged real-world 
learning 
opportunities for 
students 

➢ Students will be 
better prepared for 
college and careers 
due to better 
employability skills 
and real-world 
experiences in 
content instruction 

➢ Opportunities for 
students to interact 
with adults, 
businesses, 
organizations, and 
their community and 
develop career 
interests 

➢ Increase knowledge of 
career awareness 
opportunities within 
the community 
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➢ PreK-12 alignment of 
PBL implementation 

➢ PBL implementation team  

• Oversees the implementation  
           process of PBL within   
           MCCSC schools  

• Guides PBL implementation 

• Collects and analyzes  
           baseline and benchmark data  

➢ Development of a framework 
and common language for 
PreK-12 project-based learning 

➢ Common materials will be 
developed and used for PBL 
training provided by MCCSC 
Certified PBL Trainers  

➢ Have at least 1 exemplary 
PBL unit plan per grade 
level and PBL course by 
the end of 2023 

 

 

➢ PBL Training  
 
 

➢ PBL Professional Development 
➢ STEM Fellows and PBL certified 

educators 
➢ Ongoing training 

➢ Increase teacher knowledge in 
PBL classroom instruction 

➢ PBL professional development 
provided for 4 pilot elementary 
schools by the end of fall 2020 

➢ Provide advanced PBL training 
for up to 30 educators by the 
end of fall 2020.  

➢ Development of a PBL 
framework and common 
language  

➢ Creation of the PBL Model 
Learning Lab at The Academy 
of Science and 
Entrepreneurship 

➢ All elementary schools 
will be trained in PBL 
instruction by the end of 
2023 

➢ At least 300 MCCSC 
teachers will complete 
PBL training by the end 
of 2023 

➢ PBL trained teachers will 
complete at least 2 PBL 
lessons by the end of 
year three  

➢ On-going support for 
Additional and advanced 
level training through the 
PBL Model Learning Lab 
at The Academy 

 

➢ Expansion of PBL 
instructional resources 

 

➢ PBL resource library ➢ At least 1 accessible and ready 
to use model PBL unit per 
elementary grade level by the 
end of summer 2021  

➢ 3 model PBL units per 
elementary grade level by 
the end of  year three    

➢ Expansion of 
partnerships 

➢ Creation of Outreach and 
Innovation Coordinator 

• Develops and maintains the a  
   partnership database and    
   partnership agreements  
   between schools and  
   organizations 

• Assists teachers with  
   identifying partners for PBL    
   units   

➢ Create a partnership request 
form for teachers needing 
assistance identifying potential 
partners 

➢ Identify and reach out to 
potential partners that align with 
PBL units 
 

➢ 10% increase in the 
number of approved 
partnerships that provide 
PBL support by the end of 
2023 



 

Strategy #2: STEAM & Hands-On Learning Core Principle #s: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

STEAM and hands-on instruction were another common theme heard throughout the Ready 
Schools design thinking process.  Throughout the Discovery Phase, over 340 comments were made 
specifically regarding these topics.  In addition, MCCSC formed a STEAM committee composed of 
approximately 40 teachers, administrators, central office staff members, and higher education professors 
to create a three-year STEAM Implementation Plan for the corporation.  The ideas generated by this 
committee aligned well with the work of Ready Schools and some of the activities/strategies that were 
identified are listed below.  Proposed Ready Schools funding will also allow the corporation to expand 
STEAM offerings and make them more robust.  Moreover, STEAM instruction and activities align strongly 
with the Ready Schools Core Principles regarding engaged learning (#1), teaching and learning grounded 
in relevancy (#4), and schools being aligned around a common vision of success (#5).  In addition, 
STEAM careers are abundant in our region and as a result, there’s also alignment with core principles 

regarding meaningful and ongoing collaboration among schools, industry, and community (#3) and 
schools embracing the significant role they play in achieving regional prosperity (#6).  By incorporating 
the makerspaces more focused STEAM learning opportunities, our students will graduate equipped with 
the skills for postsecondary and career success (#2). 

MCCSC understands the importance of career awareness regarding the current abundance of 
STEAM jobs in the region and also knows that many of the jobs of the future don’t exist today. However, it 

is imperative to prepare students for those jobs as well.  Students gain important employability skills such 
as problem solving, persistence, collaboration, creativity, the ability to fail and try again, etc. from 
participation in hands-on STEAM activities.  In addition, students are often more engaged through hands-
on instruction, helping them to learn more easily, retain the knowledge, and perform better.  Table 2 
below shows examples of STEAM activities that will take place as part of the implementation plan. 

Table 2 STEAM Activities/Strategies 

Activity/Strategy Implementation 
Year 

Description 

Elementary School 
Coding Lessons 2019-2020 Students participate in coding lessons as part of 

MCCSC’s computer science curriculum.  They can 
also attend the Evening of Code event held annually 
in December at Bloomington High Schools North and 
South.  During this event, students and parents can 
try hands-on coding activities, problem solve with 
developmentally appropriate robots, and see robotics 
teams from around the corporation.  During 
Computer Science Education Week, students at all 
grade levels participate in coding activities. 

Literacy-based STEAM 
Challenge 

2019-2020 Students in kindergarten through sixth grade 
participate in at least one STEM challenge tied to 
literacy each year. Teachers read a fiction book or 
nonfiction article to the class, focusing on identifying 
a problem. Then students work collaboratively to 
design and build a prototype to solve that challenge. 
Students use their iPads to document the process 
and share their solution with others. 

STEM Fellows 2019-2020 Every elementary and middle school in the MCCSC 
has one teacher participating in the year-long STEM 
Fellow cohort led by ROI.  Participants receive 
monthly training on topics related to STEM 
instruction and project-based learning. 

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1GwxVcH6psWdVadGDyyQ4MY2d5GJzFFk9qoGpkCz1JZM/edit?usp=sharing


 

Fourth Grade Maker 
Challenge 

2019-2020 Each year, fourth grade students will participate in a 
Maker Challenge where they solve a real-world 
problem presented by a local community partner.  
This year, the students will be partnering with the 
City of Bloomington on an environmental challenge. 

Sixth Grade 
Programming 
Challenge 

2019-2020 As part of the sixth-grade computer science 
curriculum, students use block-based coding to 
create programs or apps with a social and emotional 
learning focus. 

Girls in Engineering, 
Math, & Science 
(GEMS) 

2019-2020 At this annual event put on in partnership with the 
Foundation for Monroe County Community Schools, 
offers girls in fifth and sixth grade the opportunity to 
work with female role models while learning more 
about STEAM career opportunities and participating 
in hands-on activities in the fields of engineering 
design, chemistry, biology, forensic science, 
technology, and math.   

Foundational & 
Advanced STEAM 
Professional 
Development 

2020-2025 As STEAM and real-world application of skills 
becomes increasingly important, providing ongoing 
training opportunities for our teachers becomes more 
paramount. Through training, teacher capacity to 
engage students in hands-on learning opportunities 
aligned to the curriculum will increase. 

STEM to Them Mobile 
Lab 

2020-2021 This innovative mobile STEM lab will travel to all 
MCCSC elementary schools twice a year, providing 
robotics and engineering lessons to all students.  The 
lessons will encourage collaboration, critical thinking, 
and problem-solving skills.   

Robotics Clubs 2020-2021 Several schools have a robotics club.  The hope is by 
next year, all students will have VEX Robotics Clubs 
available to their students.  This club allows students 
to learn how to build and control robots using 
teamwork and strategy.  Teams will compete in 
events around the state. 

Middle School 

STEM Fellows 2019-2020 Every elementary and middle school in the MCCSC 
has one teacher participating in the year-long STEM 
Fellow cohort led by ROI.  Participants receive 
monthly training on topics related to STEM 
instruction and project-based learning. 

STEAM-focused Clubs 2019-2020 Several middle schools have clubs with a STEAM 
focus such as coding clubs and maker clubs.  The 
number of these clubs and participation should 
increase as student and teacher knowledge in these 
areas increases.  The addition of makerspaces at the 
middle schools should positively influence the 
number of clubs being offered in future years. 

Foundational & 
Advanced STEAM 
Professional 
Development 

2020-2025 As STEAM and real-world application of skills 
becomes increasingly important, providing ongoing 
training opportunities for our teachers becomes more 
paramount. Through training, teacher capacity to 
engage students in hands-on learning opportunities 
aligned to the curriculum will increase. 

Programming Lessons 2020-2021 As part of the computer science curriculum for middle 
school, students will be participating in computer 



 

programming lessons and activities.  In addition, 
during Computer Science Education Week, students 
at all grade levels participate in coding activities. 

Makerspaces 2021-2022 A makerspace is not solely a lab, a craft area, a 
STEAM center, a tech room, or an art station, but it 
can have components of some or all these places. 
Makerspaces provide hands-on, creative ways to 
encourage students to design, experiment, build and 
invent as they deeply engage in science, engineering 
and tinkering.  They provide a space and time for 
students to build, explore, fail and retry, and share 
their ideas with others.  Training for teachers on how 
to effectively use makerspaces will be provided. 

High School 
STEAM-focused Clubs 2019-2020 Several of our high schools and centers have clubs 

with a STEAM focus such as coding clubs and maker 
clubs.  Participation in these clubs should increases 
as student and teacher knowledge in these areas 
increases. 

Foundational & 
Advanced STEAM 
Professional 
Development 

2020-2025 As STEAM and real-world application of skills 
becomes increasingly important, providing ongoing 
training opportunities for our teachers becomes more 
paramount. Through training, teacher capacity to 
engage students in hands-on learning opportunities 
aligned to the curriculum will increase. 

New Career Pathways 2020-2021 New career pathways in STEAM fields, especially 
computer science and cyber security, will be 
developed.  These fields align with the regional 
needs as identified in the Occupational Needs 
Assessment conducted by ROI. 

 
STEAM Sustainability and Professional Development 

Sustainability will be important with regard to STEAM initiatives as well. Though MCCSC already  
has a STEAM and Computer Science Coach who oversees the current STEAM plan and will assist with 
many of the implementation strategies, ongoing professional development for teachers will also be vital. 
In our discovery phase, teachers shared the need for ongoing professional development opportunities to 
create and maintain buy-in.  Through a partnership with ROI, representatives from each middle school’s 
STEAM team will receive training for the makerspaces during the summer of 2020.  These teachers will 
then be able to share information with their schools and also present training opportunities to other 
MCCSC teachers at corporation-wide professional learning days.  In addition, additional professional 
development opportunities on ways to include the engineering design process and maker mindset in their 
courses will be provided for secondary language arts teachers and other staff by Indiana University 
faculty.  Training opportunities similar to this will be offered each year to all teachers at MCCSC in order 
to provide ongoing and sustained professional development in this critical area.  In addition, this is 
another area where including training in culturally responsive pedagogy will be important. 

 PLCs will also play an important role in the data collection and sustainability of some STEAM 
strategies.  As teachers align these strategies with teaching Indiana State Standards, they will be working 
with their PLC teams to review the four essential questions and respond to students’ needs based on the 
data they collect.   
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READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- STEAM 

 

Goal:  Increase integrated STEAM opportunities in the classroom and outside of the school day including PBL, the engineering design process, maker 
education, robotics, and computer science in order to prepare students for postsecondary and career success 

INPUTS ACTIVITIES & STRATEGIES OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES IMPACT 

Focus 
What is done with the 

inputs? 

What the program does and for whom?  

What’s the impact? 
Short-term Long-term 

➢ Expansion of hands-on 
learning opportunities 
for students in the fields 
of Science, Technology, 
Engineering, Arts, and 
Math 

➢ Makerspaces ➢ Build makerspace/fab lab at 
Jackson Creek Middle School 
and integrate within classes in 
many content areas during year 
1 

➢ Integrate use of Batchelor’s 
existent makerspace/fab lab 
within classes in many content 
areas during year 1 

➢ Build makerspace/fab lab at 
Tri-North Middle School and 
integrate within classes in 
many content areas during 
year 2 

 
➢ PreK-12 connections 

to increase talent 
retention in the 
region 

➢ Relevant and 
engaged real-world 
learning 
opportunities for 
students 

➢ Students will be able 
to design and 
engineer solutions to 
real-world problems 

• Authentic 
partnerships in the 
makerspaces 

 

➢ STEM to Them Bus & 
additional maker/robotics 
equipment 

➢ Visit every elementary school 
and do robotics lessons with 
every class by May 2021 

➢ Teachers will be able to borrow 
maker and robotics equipment 
to do additional lessons with 
their students 

➢ Visit every elementary 
school twice each year and 
do maker and robotics 
lessons with every class 
beginning August 2021 

➢ Increase the amount of 
maker/robotics equipment 
being borrowed by 10% 
each year for 3 years 

➢ Cybersecurity, Computer 
Science, and Art Career 
Pathways 

➢ Identify courses for an art 
career pathway 

➢ Implement computer 
science/cyber security 
pathways at all comprehensive 
high schools 
 

➢ Increase computer science 
course offerings at each 
high school by 25% over the 
next 3 years 

➢ Increase participation in the 
pathways by 10% over 3-5 
years 

➢ STEAM focused 
professional learning 
experiences for 
teachers 

 

 

➢ Makerspace/Fab Lab training ➢ Provide professional training to 
STEAM teams of 4 people at 
each middle school (Summer 
2020) 

➢ STEAM teams provide training 
to staff at their schools 
throughout the school year 

➢ Continue training at schools 
by STEAM teams (at least 
2x/yr) 

➢ Makerspaces/ Fab Labs will 
be used 90% of the time by 
the end of 3 years 
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➢ Literacy-based makerspace 
training 

➢ Provide professional training 
sessions at MCCSC 
Professional Learning Day 

➢ Offer a full day of training to 
secondary ELA teachers 
selected by principals 

➢ Teachers who attended 
training will provide training 
to their school staff after 
using what they learned with 
their own classes (at least 
one time) 

➢ Student engagement will 
increase, based on teacher 
observation 

➢ Project-based learning training ➢ Provide professional Jumpstart 
training to teachers at 4 pilot 
schools: Arlington Heights, 
Binford, Lakeview, and Marlin 
Elementary schools by the end 
of fall 2020 

➢ Provide advanced PBL training 
to STEM Fellows and Academy 
teachers by the end of fall 2020 

➢ Teachers will be able to attend 
specialized New Tech PBL 
training opportunities at The 
Academy  

➢ Provide professional 
Certified PBL Trainer 
training to approximately 
STEM Fellows and 
Academy teachers during 
Summer 2021 

➢ Certified PBL Trainers will 
train teachers at MCCSC 
schools through a phased in 
approach; 100% of teachers 
will be trained by the end of 
2025 

➢ Certified PBL Trainers will 
continue to train teachers 
new to the district as needed 

➢ The Academy will be a PBL 
Model Learning Lab and 
teachers within and outside 
MCCSC will be able to 
receive trainings and 
witness exemplary PBL 
instruction beginning in year 
2 

➢ Math instruction professional 
development 

➢ Through professional 
development, teacher capacity 
to engage students in hands-on 
learning opportunities aligned 
to the curriculum will increase; 
after training, teachers will be 
able to report a 10% increase in 
student engagement and 
learning based on observation 

➢ Math scores on ILEARN will 
increase 2% and continue to 
rise each year over the next 
3-5 years 

 



 

Strategy #3: Career Awareness Core Principle #s: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

As part of the design thinking process, it was apparent that career awareness activities were 
happening in pockets throughout the corporation at all schools.  However, the consistency and impact of 
the activities varied.  For example, only some schools at all levels host career day activities. It became 
apparent that in order to ensure every student will engage in a relevant path to success and graduate 
ready for postsecondary and career success, more systemic alignment preK-12 was necessary.  

During the Discovery Phase, over 1,200 comments were made regarding career awareness (see 
Appendix E).  As a result, a list of career awareness activities that would be phased in and built upon over 
three years at each school level was created. Feedback regarding these ideas was received from 
teachers at all MCCSC schools and appropriate changes were made.  Implementation of each activity 
would happen during specific grade levels (see Appendix K).  Table 3 below lists each career awareness 
activity, a description, and the year implementation will begin.  Once an activity is implemented, it will 
continue in future years as new events continue to be implemented.  In addition, the career awareness 
activities play a vital role in the Ready Schools process. They align significantly with all six of the Ready 
Schools Core Principles. 

College & Career Readiness Coordinator (CCRC) 

In order to implement building level and corporation-wide career awareness activities, a College 
and Career Readiness Coordinator (CCRC) position will be created (see Appendix M).  The CCRC will 
collaborate with Curriculum and Instruction and Career and Technical Education (CTE) department 
leadership to establish college and career readiness outcome measures. The CCRC will also facilitate the 
development and implementation of building level and corporation-wide career readiness and preparation 
plans in partnership with administrators and in accordance with employment trends.  This role will be 
integral in supporting the development, implementation, and evaluation of structured preK-12 college and 
career readiness programs for the purpose of preparing students for postsecondary success. 

College & Career Centers 

One of the highlights of the career awareness focus area is the creation of College & Career 
Centers at the high schools.  The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship will be first to house a 
center and eventually there will be a center at each high school.  Students will be able to take ownership 
of their future and receive information about possible college and career opportunities.  It will also balance 
the access to college and career resources.  Students will be able to visit the center anytime throughout 
the school day to explore and prepare for their future.  In addition, the centers will host events for 
students and their families regarding postsecondary opportunities.  These centers will fill the needs we 
heard from stakeholders regarding the need for more time with counselors to discuss college and career 
opportunities, needs, and readiness. 

Career Awareness Professional Development 

Throughout the Ready Schools process, we heard from teachers that they don’t know about the 

jobs available in our region and in some cases, the jobs associated with the courses they teach.  
Teachers also shared that initiatives often begin with professional development but then it ends quickly 
without follow-through.  As a result, ongoing professional learning opportunities for teachers will be 
offered in various platforms.  Lunch and learn sessions hosted by local and regional businesses will be 
offered so teachers have the opportunity to sit down and make a connection with local employers.  
Teachers will also learn about career awareness opportunities as they participate in the activities with 
their students.  The College and Career Readiness Coordinator and Outreach and Innovation Coordinator 
will also create resources for teachers so they can be more intentional about relating the content they are 
teaching to career awareness.  For example, elementary school teachers will be given a document 
showing the alignment between social studies and science units and the careers associated with each 



 

one as well as videos and brief activities that can be used to extend the lessons as needed.  This will also 
be an area where training in culturally responsive pedagogy will be vital. 

Table 3 Career Awareness Activities 

Career Awareness Activities 
Career Awareness 
Activity/Strategy 

Implementation 
Year 

Description 

Centrally Funded Corporation-Wide Support 

College and Career 
Readiness Coordinator 

Spring 2020 Coordinate and provide support for corporation-wide 
college, career, and life readiness events and 
programs for students and teachers 

Outreach and 
Innovation Coordinator  

Spring 2020 Coordinate and sustain corporation-wide industry 
and community partnership efforts that promote a 
preK-12 curriculum and program alignment, including 
college and career awareness, through increasing 
the quality, sustainability, and equitable focus of 
partnerships 

Elementary School 
Guest Speakers 2019-2020 Schools and teachers currently have guest speakers 

come for various reasons and it is often based on 
who someone knows (ex. a parent, former student, 
friend, etc.).  Many guests come to speak on a 
specific topic or help with a specific lesson.  A 
database of speakers and speaking opportunities will 
be created centrally so opportunities can be more 
available and equitable throughout the corporation.   

Field Trips 2019-2020 Teachers will be more intentional about mentioning 
careers that connect to the field trips they attend. A 
resource connecting corporation-wide trips to careers 
will be provided to teachers.  

Clubs 2019-2020 Clubs currently offered at each elementary school 
vary based on topic, participation, and time of day in 
which they are offered.  We will continue to increase 
opportunities for students to participate in clubs and 
help leaders be more intentional about connecting 
the club content to career awareness. 

College Go! Week 2020-2021 Each year, LearnMoreIndiana.org sponsors a 
College Go! Week in September.  Simple activities 
for all grade levels are provided.  At the elementary 
level, teachers can use the activities and display the 
mascot for the college(s) they attended and talk 
about it with their class.   

Classroom Lesson 
Connections 

2020-2021 Teachers will be more intentional about mentioning 
careers that connect to the topics they are teaching 
about (ex. when teaching about weather, teachers 
will mention meteorologists, storm chasers, etc.).  
Eventually, a resource connecting science and social 
studies units to careers will be provided to teachers. 

 Manufacturing Day 2020-2021 Students will attend a collaborative event between 
Ivy Tech and Hoosier Hills Career Center.  At the 
event, they will experience different courses and 
careers through hands-on demonstrations focusing 
on different manufacturing and trades fields. 



 

Passion 
Projects/Genius Hour 

2020-2021 Passion projects are student or teacher driven 
projects that they design themselves and brings them 
joy and happiness.  During Genius Hour, students 
can research and learn about topics of interest to 
them.  Some teachers allow students to work on 
these activities when they have extra time or during 
allotted time. 

Project-Based Learning 
(PBL) 

2020-2021 PBL is an interdisciplinary instructional methodology 
that encourages students to learn and apply 
knowledge and skills through an engaging 
experience. PBL presents opportunities for deeper 
learning in-context and for the development of 
important skills tied to college and career readiness.  
Elementary school teachers will be asked to do at 
least one PBL unit per semester after they have 
received sufficient training. 

Career Day 2021-2022 Students will be exposed to various careers through 
a Career Day at their schools.  Schools will reach out 
to parents and local community members to 
participate in their Career Day activities. 

Research & Present 
About a Career 

2021-2022 Students will do research on a career of interest to 
them and present about the career.  The 
presentation method would be up to the 
teacher/school but could include their class, parents, 
a career day, a wax museum presentation, etc.   

College Field Trips 2021-2022 It’s vital for students to be able to see themselves as 
college students if that is the avenue they want to 
pursue.  College campus visits are one way of 
encouraging a college-going identity and can 
increase both aspirations and knowledge.  Some 
college field trips can be incorporated into other trips 
that already exist to Indiana University (trips to the 
MAC) and Ivy Tech (Manufacturing Day event) with 
some added intentionality and time for tours.  

Corporation-wide 
Grade Level Career 
Awareness Events 

2022-2023 Teachers have requested career awareness events 
for specific grade levels that are corporation-wide, 
similar to GEMS for fifth and sixth grade students 
and the Lotus Festival held annually for fourth grade 
students at Fairview Elementary.  The events would 
be held during the school day so all students have an 
opportunity to attend. 

Middle School 
College Go! Week 2019-2020 Each year, LearnMoreIndiana.org sponsors a 

College Go! Week in September.  Simple activities 
for all grade levels are provided.  At the middle 
school level, teachers can use the activities and 
display the mascot for the college(s) they attended 
and talk about it with their class.   

Guest Speakers 2019-2020 Schools and teachers currently have guest speakers 
come for various reasons and it is often based on 
who someone knows (ex. a parent, former student, 
friend, etc.).  Many guests come to speak on a 
specific topic or help with a specific lesson.  A 
database of speakers and speaking opportunities will 



 

be created centrally so opportunities can be more 
available and equitable throughout the corporation.  

Naviance 2019-2020 Naviance is an online comprehensive college, career 
and life readiness program that helps students align 
their strengths and interests to postsecondary goals, 
improving student outcomes and connecting learning 
to life.  

Reality Store® 2019-2020 Reality Store® provides an interactive experience in 
which youth learn how the choices they make 
regarding career, managing income and expenses, 
and saving and investing will affect future outcomes. 
To start, teens draw a salary based on a specific 
career and manage basic living expenses for 
themselves and a family. They envision the lifestyle 
they would like to have in their late 20s, explore a 
career, receive a checking account "deposit" equal to 
one month's salary, and spend their salary in the 
Reality Store® on necessities and extras. They also 
handle some of life's unexpected events and 
discover whether their occupation provides the 
financial resources needed in order to sustain the 
lifestyle they want.  Eighth grade students participate 
in this experience thanks to a partnership with the 
Bloomington Chamber of Commerce’s Success 
School. 

Clubs 2019-2020 Clubs currently offered at each middle school vary 
based on topic, participation, and time of day in 
which they are offered.  We will increase 
opportunities for students to participate in clubs and 
help leaders be more intentional about connecting 
the club content to career awareness. 

Classroom Lesson 
Connections 

2020-2021 Teachers will be more intentional about mentioning 
careers that connect to the topics they are teaching 
about (ex. when teaching about weather, teachers 
will mention meteorologists, storm chasers, etc.).   

Interest/Aptitude 
Surveys 

2020-2021 Students in seventh and eighth grade will complete 
an interest and aptitude surveys which will help 
identify careers and interests best suited for them.  
Several surveys are available through Naviance. 

Tour of Opportunity 2020-2021 Students will visit local industry partners where they 
will hear from employees, tour the facilities, and 
participate in hands-on learning activities. 

Hoosier Hills Tour 2020-2021 In collaboration with career day, students will have 
an opportunity to tour Hoosier Hills Career Center 
and hear from students about the opportunities 
available to them once they enter high school. 

Career Day 2020-2021 Seventh grade students at all three middle schools 
will attend a career day fair with hands-on exhibits by 
local business and industry professionals as well as 
representatives from local colleges and trades 
organizations.  Students will hear about careers as 
well as the course pathway and schooling and/or 
certifications required for the job as well as average 
salary. 



 

Passion 
Projects/Genius Hour 

2020-2021 Passion projects are student or teacher driven 
projects that they design themselves and brings them 
joy and happiness.  During Genius Hour, students 
can research and learn about topics of interest to 
them.  Some teachers allow students to work on 
these activities when they have extra time or during 
allotted time. 

mxINCedu 2020-2021 In this program, students become entrepreneurs by 
evaluating the world around them, identifying a 
problem to solve, creating and building a product-
based solution, selling the product in an e-commerce 
marketplace, evaluating the performance of their 
business idea, and iterating to incorporate learnings. 
Students capture their learning in a portfolio of 
artifacts and reflections that document their journey 
from problem and solution ideation through 
evaluation of sales data. With involvement of local 
mentors and other volunteers, students experience 
authentic learning. Students leave mxINCedu having 
defined, built, and launched a product in the market. 
Evidences of learning include a business model 
canvas, a budget and pricing model for the business, 
a product name and brand, a pitch deck, 
communications and marketing material, sales goals, 
and reflections. 

Career Simulations 2021-2022 Several business partners will come and speak about 
different careers and stress the importance of 
acquiring skills and the various opportunities that 
students have to do that through college or tuition 
reimbursement at work. The students are randomly 
assigned to four corners of the classroom and each 
corner represents one of four pathways to a career. 

Project-Based Learning 
(PBL) 

2021-2022 PBL is an interdisciplinary instructional methodology 
that encourages students to learn and apply 
knowledge and skills through an engaging 
experience. PBL presents opportunities for deeper 
learning in-context and for the development of 
important skills tied to college and career readiness.  
Based on teacher input, specific courses will be 
expected to do at least 2 PBL units per year. Some 
shorter elective courses may be expected to do at 
least 1 PBL unit per year. 

College Field Trips 2021-2022 It’s vital for students to be able to see themselves as 
college students if that is the avenue they want to 
pursue.  College campus visits are one way of 
encouraging a college-going identity and can 
increase both aspirations and knowledge.  

Mock Interviews 2021-2022 Students enrolled in Preparing for Colleges and 
Careers will have the opportunity to participate in 
mock interviews for jobs and/or college admittance. 
Community members will assist in the process and 
help provide feedback to the students. 

Mentoring Program 2022-2023 Schools will identify students in need of extra 
motivation and mentoring as they prepare to enter 
high school.  Mentors will be members of school 
staffs as well as members from the local community.  



 

Centrally-funded support will identify community and 
industry members willing to be mentors and provide 
training as needed. 

High School 
College Go! Week 2019-2020 Each year, LearnMoreIndiana.org sponsors a 

College Go! Week in September.  Simple activities 
for all grade levels are provided.  At the high school 
level, during that week, students learn about 
planning, preparing, and paying for college and there 
is a push for students to fill out their college 
applications since many schools offer free or reduced 
application fees during that time.    

Guest Speakers 2019-2020 Schools and teachers currently have guest speakers 
come for various reasons and it is often based on 
who someone knows (ex. a parent, former student, 
friend, etc.).  Many guests come to speak on a 
specific topic or help with a specific lesson.  A 
database of speakers and speaking opportunities will 
be created centrally so opportunities can be more 
available and equitable throughout the corporation.  

Naviance 2019-2020 Naviance is an online comprehensive college, career 
and life readiness program that helps students align 
their strengths and interests to postsecondary goals, 
improving student outcomes and connecting learning 
to life. 

Career and College 
Fairs 

2019-2020 The current college fair hosted at Bloomington High 
School North each fall would be organized centrally 
instead of putting all of the responsibility on one 
school/counselor.  In addition to colleges, it would 
feature trade schools, apprenticeship opportunities, 
and trades union representatives as well. 

Clubs 2019-2020 Clubs currently offered at each high school vary 
based on topic, participation, and time of day in 
which they are offered.  We will increase 
opportunities for students to participate in clubs and 
help leaders be more intentional about connecting 
the club content to career awareness. 

College & Career 
Signing Day 

2020-2021 Students who have committed to working at a 
specific business after graduation will be celebrated 
as they sign their contract with their employer. 
Students will be recognized for their college 
acceptances as well. 

Innovation Day 2020-2021 This hands-on STEAM career fair will be similar to 
the GEMS event at the elementary level, but offered 
to 9th and 10th graders during the school day. 

Adulting Day 2020-2021 Each high school will identify one day or week where 
the class blocks will focus on different life skills 
students need to be life ready when they graduate.  
Students would have the ability to choose from 
several options provided including topics such as 
changing a tire, filling out job and apartment 
applications, making simple meals, basic sewing 
skills, how to do laundry, how to meal plan, how to 
open a bank account, introduction to stocks and 



 

savings accounts, payment methods, keeping 
finances secure, etc. Several sessions on financial 
literacy would be offered since that was an area of 
need voiced by stakeholders. These sessions are 
intended to be relevant, hands-on, fun, and 
engaging!   

Passion 
Projects/Genius Hour 

2020-2021 Passion projects are student or teacher driven 
projects that they design themselves and brings them 
joy and happiness.  During Genius Hour, students 
can research and learn about topics of interest to 
them.  Some teachers allow students to work on 
these activities when they have extra time or during 
allotted time. 

INCubatoredu & 
Acceleratoredu 

2020-2021 INCubatoredu is a hands-on, year-long course where 
students ideate, develop, and iterate their own 
product or service startup in an attempt to gain 
investment funds in a final pitch event.  Real 
entrepreneurs and business experts serve as 
volunteer coaches and mentors guiding student 
teams throughout the processes of developing 
hypotheses about a business concept, testing those 
hypotheses, adapting, and continually learning and 
improving.  The businesses students build are real- 
they are business cases or simulated experiences- 
which means students experience mistakes, take 
risks, and learn to pivot based on market needs.  
Students leave the course with a completed 
Business Model Canvas, competitive analysis, 
financial model, minimum viable product, pitch deck, 
future communications plan, and future funding plan. 
Acceleratoredu is the second year of this course.   

New Career Pathways 2020-2021 Current career pathways would be strengthened and 
new pathways will be created.  In addition, a guide 
will be created that shows courses, extracurricular 
activities, college majors, careers, and salaries 
associated with each pathway. 

Mock Interviews 2021-2022 All juniors will have the opportunity to participate in 
mock interviews for jobs and/or college admittance. 
Community and industry members will assist in the 
process and help provide feedback to the students. 

Job Shadow 2021-2022 Students will have more opportunities to participate 
in job shadowing.  A database of local businesses 
willing to have students visit will be created centrally. 

College & Career 
Centers 

2021-2022 These centers will provide a one-stop shop for 
additional resources and accessibility for college and 
career planning in addition to what is already 
available in from school guidance departments. 

Lunch & Learn 
Sessions for Teachers 

2021-2022 Educators will receive lunch while they learn from 
industry professionals about career opportunities and 
how workplace skills are aligned with classroom 
instruction. 

Internship Database 2021-2022 A database of employers willing to host high school 
interns will be created centrally and shared with all 
high schools. 



 

Internship Capstone 2021-2022 Internship programs and requirements at each high 
school vary slightly.  The programs will be aligned to 
be more equitable for all students.  Based on 
feedback, a capstone project or presentation will be 
identified that will be the same for all high schools. 

Project-Based Learning 
(PBL) 

2021-2022 PBL is an interdisciplinary instructional methodology 
that encourages students to learn and apply 
knowledge and skills through an engaging 
experience. PBL presents opportunities for deeper 
learning in-context and for the development of 
important skills tied to college and career readiness.  
Based on teacher input, specific courses will be 
expected to do at least 2 PBL units per year. Some 
shorter elective courses may be expected to do at 
least 1 PBL unit per year. 

Mentoring Program 
with Employers 

2022-2023 Schools will identify students in need of extra 
motivation and mentoring during high school.  
Mentors will be members from the local businesses.  
Centrally-funded support will identify community and 
industry members willing to be mentors and provide 
training as needed. 

Career Counseling 2022-2023 Students will have the opportunity to sign up to speak 
with counselors to specifically discuss career goals 
and opportunities at the College & Career Centers. 

 

  



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Career Awareness 

Goal:  Students will be more knowledgeable and able to make appropriate postsecondary decisions through preK-12 alignment and expansion of the 
number of college and career awareness opportunities that are integrated within the corporations’ curricular and programmatic offerings preK-12 

INPUTS ACTIVITIES & STRATEGIES OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES IMPACT 

What we invest 
What is done with the 

inputs? 

What the program does and for whom?  

What’s the impact? 
Short-term Long-term 

➢ Alignment of preK-12 
career awareness 
curricular and 
programmatic offerings 

➢ College and Career Readiness 
Coordinator (CCRC) position 

• Provides centralized support 
for corporation-wide preK-
12 career awareness  

• Oversees the college and 
career centers 

• Coordinates career 
awareness focused 
professional development 

• Works with the Outreach 
and Innovation 
Coordinator to expand 
industry and community 
partnership support for 
career awareness  

➢ Expand the number of career 
pathway offerings 

➢ Provides centralized support 
for educators to identify career 
awareness resources 

➢ Equal representation of college 
and career opportunities  
 

➢ 75% satisfaction rate 
from individuals that 
have received CCRC 
support based on survey 
data 

➢ Increase student 
enrollment in internships 
and work-based learning 
courses by 10% within 
three years 

➢ Increase student 
participation in 
corporation-wide career 
awareness events (ex. 
GEMS, Evening of 
Code) by 5-10% over  
three years 

➢ Offer at least 3 new 
corporation-wide career 
awareness events over 
three years 

➢ Add at least 2 career 
pathway courses each 
year  

➢ PreK-12 connections 
to increase talent 
retention in the 
region 

➢ Relevant and 
engaged real-world 
learning  

➢ Increased number of 
students completing 
graduation 
requirements prior 
to graduation 

➢ Strengthen the 
support for college 
and career awareness 

➢ Community 
connection with 
partnerships  

➢ Increased knowledge 
of career awareness 
opportunities within 
the community 

➢ College and career 
activities plan 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

➢ Implement career awareness 
continuum 

➢ Encourage schools to 
implement career awareness 
activities and programs 

➢ 100% of MCCSC schools 
will host career activities 
each year 



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Career Awareness 

 

➢ Career awareness 
training and information 
o Educators 
o Students 
o Parents 

➢ Professional development 
(PD) that focuses on career 
awareness for teachers 
o Lunch and learn 
o Industry tours/bootcamps 

➢ Educators will receive 
information regarding career 
opportunities within the 
community 

➢ Educators will learn ways to 
integrate career awareness in 
classroom instruction 

➢ 50% of educators are 
integrating career 
awareness in classroom 
instruction 

➢ 75% satisfaction rate 
from surveys about 
career awareness 
focused PDs 

➢ 50% of educators have 
participated in career 
awareness PDs by the 
end of year three 

➢ Expand student college and 
career awareness activities  

• College visits 

• Industry tours 

• Job shadowing  

➢ Opportunities for students to 
interact with industry and 
community partnerships. 
partnerships and develop 
career interests 

➢ Establish a partnership with the 
school 

➢ Students will become aware of 
careers 

➢ Increase the number of 
students who are enrolled, 
enlisted, or employed by 
5% each year. 

➢ Increased the number of 
college and career 
exploration opportunities 
by 5% each year  

➢ 75% satisfaction rate 
received from student 
evaluations each year 

➢ College and career planning 
events for parents   

➢ Opportunities for parents learn 
about postsecondary 
opportunities 

➢ 50% of parents 
participating in a college 
and/or career awareness 
event will show growth in 
knowledge based on exit 
tickets 

➢ Dedicated space at high 
schools, resources and 
assistance for students to 
plan, prepare, and 
research college and 
careers   

➢ College and career centers 
(CCC) 

➢ Train staff, peer mentors, and 
adult volunteers on how to 
provide exceptional support to 
CCC visitors 

➢ Students will receive 
college/career support and 
information faster 

➢ Balance the promotion of 
college and career 
information  

➢ Encourage student ownership 
in postsecondary planning 

➢ 75% satisfaction rate 
from the CCC survey by 
the end of year two  

➢ At least 2 events hosted 
at each CCC annually  

➢ 10% increase in the 
number of student 
visitors to each CCC 
annually 



 

Strategy #4: Entrepreneurship  Core Principle #s: 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 

Throughout the Ready Schools process, stakeholders repeatedly said that students need more 
real-world, hands-on career and learning experiences to be prepared for postsecondary and career 
success.  INCubatoredu, ACCELeratoredu, and mxINCedu entrepreneurship courses, provide all that and 
more.  The experiences, including problem solving, critical thinking, and collaboration, as well as the 
entrepreneurial knowledge and employability skills the students will gain through these classes will benefit 
students regardless of what avenue they pursue after high school (Ready Schools Core Principles #1, #2, 
#4, #5).  Via promising practice visits, representatives from each of the high schools that will implement 
the course, as well as central office administrators and middle school principals, were able to visit schools 
implementing INCubatoredu, ACCELeratoredu, and mxINCedu and hear from the teachers and creators 
of the program.  All attendees felt the programs would be very beneficial to our students. 

Students participating in these entrepreneurship courses and activities will not only be 
participating in hands-on project-based learning, but they will also be learning about various careers from 
their teachers and directly from people employed in those professions.  The role of community and 
industry partners is also essential to the authentic and relevant learning opportunities available 
throughout this focus area. 

High School Entrepreneurship Courses 

INCubatoredu is a hands-on, year-long high school course where students ideate, develop, and 
iterate their own product or service startup in an attempt to gain investment funds in a final pitch event.  
Real entrepreneurs and business experts serve as volunteer coaches and mentors guiding student teams 
throughout the processes of developing hypotheses about a business concept, testing those hypotheses, 
adapting, and continually learning and improving (Ready Schools Core Principle #3).  The businesses 
students build are real- they are business cases or simulated experiences- which means students 
experience mistakes, take risks, and learn to pivot based on market needs.  Students leave the course 
with a completed Business Model Canvas, competitive analysis, financial model, minimum viable product, 
pitch deck, future communications plan, and future funding plan.  The students are also eligible to 
compete in the annual INCubatoredu Pitch Competition.   
 

One of the key components to this program is also the classroom environment.  When the 
students enter the INCubatoredu classroom, they should feel as though they are “leaving traditional 
school at the door” and entering the business world.  As such, renovation of classrooms is important to 
the program.  Some of the renovations include creating collaboration spaces, conference rooms, flexible 
seating, and more. 
 

The INCubatoredu course will first be offered at The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship 
during the 2020-2021 school year.  Effective training for this program is key to its success.  As such, 
MCCSC will send the two teachers, school administrator, Outreach and Innovation Coordinator, and a 
community partner to the four-day INCubatoredu Summit training in Chicago during the summer of 2020.  
Bloomington High School North and Bloomington High School South will begin offering the course during 
the 2022-2023 school year.  Their teachers and administrators will attend Summit training during the 
summer of 2020.  In addition, each summer, the INCubatoredu teachers at each school will continue to 
attend the Summit for training and deeper learning as it relates to teaching entrepreneurship.  This 
continuous training will help with the sustainability of the program. This course will be part of an 
entrepreneurship and business/marketing pathway at each high school.  Future funding for this program 
may be attained from Perkins funds, MCCSC General Fund, or other grants. 
 

For students whose INCubatoredu business receives funding, they can take the ACCELeratoredu 
course which provides students the opportunity to take a business from startup to launched. The 
experience models that of a real-life start-up accelerator with a focus on developing cohorts of teams 
through mentorship, education, connections, and accountability to launch a company. Students work 
through major areas of content: legal & banking, customer acquisition, business processes, and product 



 

development, and leave the course having gained traction in the marketplace to successfully launch their 
company. 

 
Middle School Entrepreneurship Course 

 
In addition to INCubatoredu and ACCELeratoredu, middle school students will have an 

opportunity to receive many of the same benefits through mxINCedu.  In this program, students become 
entrepreneurs by evaluating the world around them, identifying a problem to solve, creating and building a 
product-based solution, selling the product in an e-commerce marketplace, evaluating the performance of 
their business idea, and iterating to incorporate learnings. Students capture their learning in a portfolio of 
artifacts and reflections that document their journey from problem and solution ideation through 
evaluation of sales data. With involvement of local mentors and other volunteers, students experience 
authentic learning. Students leave mxINCedu having defined, built, and launched a product in the market. 
Evidences of learning include a business model canvas, a budget and pricing model for the business, a 
product name and brand, a pitch deck, communications and marketing material, sales goals, and 
reflections.  This course will begin at Jackson Creek Middle School next year and expand to Tri-North and 
Batchelor Middle Schools the following year. 
 

Elementary School Entrepreneurship Activities 

Students in elementary school will also get to experience entrepreneurship through the 4th grade 
maker challenge and 6th grade app challenges where students create products that solve a problem.  In 
addition, elementary schools will participate in engaging entrepreneurship activities aligned to each grade 
strand provided as part of the VentureLab curriculum.  Schools will also promote involvement in the 
national Lemonade Day initiative and track participation.  Lemonade Day is an engaging, experiential 
program that teaches youth how to start, own, and operate their very own business- a lemonade stand!  
This event takes place around the country, including in Bloomington.  Through participation, students will 
learn business skills, responsibility, financial literacy, goal setting, and teamwork.   
 

These opportunities align well with Bloomington’s focus and culture of entrepreneurship that is 

evident through The Mill and other cowork spaces, several business pitch contests, and centers for 
entrepreneurship at both Indiana University and Ivy Tech.  MCCSC students will benefit from the 
opportunity to learn about and participate in the entrepreneurial landscape offered in their local area and 
give back to the region as well (Ready Schools Core Principle #6). 

  



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Entrepreneurship 

 

Goal: Increase experiential courses for students that provide real-world learning experiences, while also providing opportunities to interact with and 
learn from local business professionals to ensure students graduate high school with employability skills to potentially increase talent retention 

INPUTS ACTIVITIES & 
STRATEGIES 

OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES IMPACT 

What we invest 
What is done with the 

inputs? 

What the program does and for whom?  

What’s the impact? 
Short-term Long-term 

➢ Expansion of 
meaningful, 
entrepreneurship 
education for students 

• Teachers 

• Students 

• Community & 
Industry Partners 

• Higher Ed 
1.  

➢ INCubatoredu High School 
Course 

 

➢ Implement at The Academy  
➢ Provide dual credit  
➢ First group of teachers attend 

training in Summer 2020 
➢ Identify community and industry 

partners for the course 
➢ Market the course to students  
➢ Create awareness about the 

course throughout the greater 
Bloomington Community 

➢ Partner with students in the 
mxINCedu course at least once 

➢ Access to all high school 
students 

➢ Implement at Bloomington 
North and South (2022-2023) 

➢ Increase course enrollment by 
25% in 3 years 

➢ Ongoing teacher training each 
summer 

➢ Deeper level partnerships tied 
to teaching and learning 

➢ Opportunities for students to 
interact with adults, 
businesses, organizations, and 
their community and develop 
career interests 

➢ Create event for the best 
pitches from each school to 
compete at the end of the 
school year 

➢ Identify sponsorships for the 
end of the year pitch 
competition 

➢ Incorporate into 
Entrepreneurship Career 
Pathway within 2 years 

➢ Grow partnership with 
mxINCedu students 

➢ Students attend annual 
Combine Conference 

➢ PreK-12 connections 
to increase talent 
retention in the 
region 

➢ Relevant and 
engaged real-world 
learning 
opportunities for 
students 

➢ Build the 
entrepreneurial spirit 
for the Uplands 
Region 

• Provide students with 
real-world impact which 
gives them a sense of 
agency and purpose 

• Increase teacher 
knowledge and comfort 
with real-world 
entrepreneurship 
opportunities 

• Increase in the number 
of students attending 
The Academy of 
Science and 
Entrepreneurship 

• Increase student voice 
and choice 

 
 
 

➢ mxINCedu Middle School 
Course 

 

➢ Implement as an elective at all 
middle schools 

➢ Increase student participation 
so at least 25%  

➢ Grow partnership with 
INCubatoredu students  



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Entrepreneurship 

 

 

➢ Partner with the students in the 
INCubatoredu program at The 
Academy at least once 

➢ Identify community and industry 
partners to be mentors 

➢ Deeper level partnerships tied 
to teaching and learning 

➢ Opportunities for students to 
interact with adults, 
businesses, organizations, and 
their community and develop 
career interests 

 

➢ VentureLab Lessons and 
Lemonade Day Awareness 
and Participation 

 

➢ All elementary schools provide 
information about Lemonade 
Day to students during the 2020-
2021 school year 

➢ Survey families during the 2020-
2021 school year to see 
previous participation (2020) and 
expected participation rates 
(2021) 

➢ Teachers use at least 2 
VentureLab entrepreneurship 
activities by 2022-2023 

➢ Increase participation in 
Lemonade Day by 5% each 
year (based on annual survey 
data and information from 
Monroe County Lemonade 
Day organizers) 

➢ Expansion of 
entrepreneurial 
knowledge  

➢ Professional Development ➢ INCubatoredu teachers attend 
Summit initial training in summer 

➢ mxINCedu teachers participate 
in training webinar 

➢ Bloomington entrepreneurship 
training opportunities and activity 
information is shared 

➢ INCubatoredu teachers 
continue to attend Summit 
each summer to extend 
knowledge and teaching 
practices 

➢ Teachers and students attend 
annual Combine conference in 
Bloomington 

➢ Expansion of 
meaningful, 
partnerships within the 
Bloomington community 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ Create Entrepreneurship 
Career Pathway 

➢ Partner with Ivy Tech to identify 
dual credit opportunities and 
certificate pathways for students 
enrolled at The Academy 

➢ By the start of the 2021-2022 
school year, have an 
Entrepreneurship Career 
Pathway available to students 
at The Academy 

➢ Identify opportunities for 
pathway options with Indiana 
University 

➢ Outreach & Innovation 
Coordinator (OIC) 

➢ Identify community and industry 
partners for mentorships, 
coaching, and advisory board of 
INCubatoredu at The Academy 

➢ Identify mentors for mxINCedu 
courses 

➢ Identify additional partnerships 
for all high schools annually 

➢ Identify at least 5 mentors for 
each school annually 

➢ Create a database of partners 
willing to participate in 
entrepreneurship courses and 
events 



 

Strategy #5: Community and Industry Partnerships Core Principle #s: 3, 4, 6 

MCCSC has a variety of community and industry partnerships at the corporation level and at 
individual schools.  However, opportunities and participation vary.  Stakeholder feedback from teachers 
and administrators, as well as community and industry partners, indicated a need for a more streamlined 
approach to making partnership connections.  Industry and community partners indicated that they 
wanted to be more involved but they didn’t always know who to contact or what opportunities exist.  They 
also shared an occasional frustration with being contacted by many schools for the same request and felt 
a designated person at the corporation level might be beneficial. School level staff shared concerns about 
identifying partners and the amount of time required to arrange partnerships.  In addition, many schools 
and teachers have excellent partnerships with parents or friends who are able to be a resource.  

Outreach & Innovation Coordinator (OIC) 

As a result of this feedback, and the knowledge that our partnerships will grow as a result of the 
Ready Schools implementation plan, the position of Outreach and Innovation Coordinator (OIC) was 
created (see Appendix N).  This person will facilitate meaningful and ongoing collaboration among 
schools, industry, and community (Ready Schools Core Principle #3) by creating a communication plan 
so staff know how to share a need for assistance, training, or help forming a new community partnership.  
The OIC will also create an efficient and helpful way for community and industry members to identify 
opportunities for partnering with the schools.  Among other things, the OIC will continue to lead an 
Advisory Team of industry and community partners, identify ways to recognize model partnerships 
amongst MCCSC’s schools, and nurture new and old relationships with collaborative partners while 
developing relationships and partnerships with and between agencies, businesses, and schools.  As the 
teachers and schools increase the number of project-based learning units and career awareness 
activities they do, this position will enable to corporation to increase the quality, sustainability, and 
equitable focus of our community and industry partners while also making it centrally coordinated, and 
easier to identify, initiate, and participate in relevant and authentic partnerships.  This will have a positive 
impact on student learning so that teachers can spend their time instructing instead of identifying and 
cultivating partnerships. 

Partnership Model 

The DRCs and the Advisory Team/EWAT spent time identifying the different types of partnerships 
that exist in the MCCSC and as a result, a Partnership Model was created (see Appendix J).  This model 
identifies the types of partnerships, including the roles of parents, staff, students, alumni, schools, and 
community and industry partners.  In addition, partnership levels of engagement were identified (see 
Appendix J).  Though all levels of partnerships, including services, event partners, classroom enrichment, 
professional development, and advisory may be beneficial, the corporation realizes some partnerships 
are transactional while others are more transformational.  

Partnership Opportunities 

Below are some examples of ways community and industry partners will participate with students 
in the MCCSC.  These partnerships connect student learning to the real world, making sure the 
instruction is grounded in relevancy (Ready Schools Core Principle #4).  Their participating will also help 
schools to realize and embrace the significant role they play in achieving regional prosperity (Ready 
Schools Core Principle #6). 

Table 4 Partnership Opportunity Examples 

Activity/Strategy Ways to Participate 
Adulting Day Help lead sessions on real-world skills (ex. investing in stocks, 

changing tires, etc.) 
Advisory Team Share ideas and feedback for courses, activities, curriculum, etc. 
Career Day Represent a company/career with a hands-on activity and 

information about the pathway to the career 



 

Career Pathways Creation Provide ideas for new career pathways, as well as input for courses 
and curriculum for pathways aligned with their career  

Clubs Sponsor and lead school clubs or help with a specific event or 
lesson 

College & Career Centers Meet with students about college and career opportunities; 
participate in informative events for families 

College/Career Fair Represent a school, career, or company at a high school 
college/career fair 

Corporation-wide Career 
Awareness Events 

Varies based on the event 

Field Trips Provide engaging opportunities for students to visit and incorporate 
career awareness within the field trip 

Guest Speakers Speak to a class or group of students on an area of interest or 
expertise 

INCubatoredu and 
ACCELeratoredu 

Work with students in these high school and middle school 
entrepreneurship courses as a coach (leading a specific lesson in 
an area of expertise), mentor (working regularly with a group of 
students), or as an advisory board member (attend student pitches 
2x a year) 

Internships Provide opportunities for students to intern at their place of 
business 

Job Shadowing Provide opportunities for students to shadow employees at their 
place of business 

Lunch & Learn Sessions for 
Teachers 

Provide a brief information session about industry, businesses, or 
careers to teachers during their lunch break 

Mentoring Provide mentoring and act as a role model for a specific student or 
group of students 

Mock Interviews Participate in mock interviews with students at our middle and high 
schools and provide written feedback that will be shared with the 
students 

mxINCedu Mentor student groups in this middle school entrepreneurship class 
as they work on solving a problem by creating a product-based 
solution 

PBL Partner with the teacher to identify a real-world topic or problem 
students can use throughout their unit  

Professional Learning Provide professional learning opportunities for MCCSC staff on an 
area of expertise 

 

  

  



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Partnerships  

 

Goal: Increase the quality, sustainability, alignment, and equitable focus of our community and industry partnerships while also making it centrally 
coordinated, and easier to identify, initiate, and participate in the relevant and authentic partnerships 

INPUTS ACTIVITIES & STRATEGIES OUTPUTS/OUTCOMES IMPACT 

What we invest What is done with the inputs? 
What the program does and for whom?  

What’s the impact? 
Short-term Long-term 

➢ Expansion of 
meaningful, 
coordinated, relevant, 
mutually beneficial, and 
aligned community and 
industry partnerships 

• Outreach & 
Innovation 
Coordinator (OIC) 

• Community & 
Industry Partners 

• Schools 

• Staff 

• Students 

➢ Community & Industry Outreach  
 

➢ Create Outreach & Innovation 
Coordinator (OIC) Position  

• Build relationships with 
community and industry 
partners by engaging with 
at least 3 of community 
members each month 
during the first year of 
implementation 

• Oversee project-based 
learning/partnership 
coordination 

• Create a partnership/guest 
speaker request form for 
teachers/administrators to 
use & assist with identifying 
partners based on need 

• Provide a clear and 
streamlined system for 
industry and community 
partners to identify 
partnership opportunities 

➢ Survey school staff about 
current partnerships as part of 
Ready Schools beginning 
implementation survey; Target 
25% response rate 

➢ Survey industry and 
community partners about 
partnership opportunities and 
experiences; Target 50% 
response rate 

➢ Identify 4 new partners 
each semester 

➢ Follow-up survey of school 
staff as part of Ready 
Schools survey; Target 
70% satisfaction rate by 
those directly impacted by 
the service of the OIC 

➢ Follow-up survey of 
industry and community 
partners; Target 75% 
satisfaction rate 

➢ Fulfill 85% of teacher 
requests for identifying 
community partners for 
PBL units each year 

➢ Provide schools with a 
database of partnership 
opportunities for PBL, 
events, guest speakers, 
internships, etc. 

➢ Provide a continuously 
updated listing of 
partnership opportunities 
on the MCCSC webpage 

➢ Create a “Best Practices 
for Finding Partnerships” 
document for staff to use 

➢ Deeper level partnerships 
tied to teaching and 
learning 

➢ College, Career, & 
Life Ready 
Employees 

➢ PreK-12 connections 
to increase talent 
retention in the 
region 

➢ Relevant and 
engaged real-world 
learning 
opportunities for 
students 

• More aligned and 
consistent partnerships 
across the corporation 

• Opportunities for 
students to interact with 
adults, businesses, 
organizations, and their 
community and develop 
career interests 

• Provide students with 
real-world impact which 
gives them a sense of 
agency and purpose 

• Simpler methods for 
teachers and 
administrators to identify 
and engage industry and 
community partners and 
vice versa 
 



READY SCHOOLS LOGIC MODEL- Partnerships  

 

 

➢ Create Advisory/Partnership 
Council 

➢ 30-40 industry and community 
partner representatives 

➢ Hold meetings once per 
semester to discuss mutually 
beneficial opportunities for 
partnerships 

• Career Pathway 
development 

• Work-based learning 
opportunities 

• Classroom participation 

➢ Create Career Pathway 
course sequences and 
curriculum aligned with the 
careers and needs of the 
region  

• Relevant coursework 
and opportunities will be 
offered to students in 
order to prepare them 
for postsecondary 
success 

➢ Create a program to acknowledge 
partners, volunteers, and model 
partnerships 

 

➢ Create certificates showing 
partnership appreciation to be 
given out annually 

➢ Create an annual event to 
thank and honor partners 
and showcase exemplary 
partnerships between 
schools and 
community/industry 
partners 

➢ Rubric to qualify 
exemplary partnerships 

➢ By May 2023, at least 5 
exemplary partners will be 
identified 

• Partners feel 
appreciated for the work 
they do with the schools 

• Media coverage of the 
partnerships 

• MCCSC staff, parents, 
and other stakeholders 
learn about 
partnerships occurring 
throughout the school 
corporation 

➢ Oversee comprehensive training 
programs for partners and 
volunteers 

➢ Research training programs 
and best practices for school 
volunteers 

➢ Offer quarterly training 
sessions for partners who 
may want suggestions on 
how to work with students 
in an engaging and 
beneficial way at least 2x 
a year or as needed 

•  Volunteers and 
industry/business 
partners will feel 
confident and 
comfortable working 
with the students and 
the students will be able 
to participate in 
engaging learning 
activities grounded in 
real-world relevancy 

•  Teachers will feel 
comfortable 
collaborating with 
partners who know how 
to speak and work with 
students at various age 
levels 



 

Employability Skills  

Since employability skills are gained through the opportunities presented through project-based 
learning, STEAM and hands-on learning, career awareness, entrepreneurship, and working with partners, 
it was not identified as a separate focus area.  However, the need for soft skills and employability skills 
was mentioned over 515 times by all our stakeholder groups throughout the Discovery Phase (see 
Appendix E).  It continued to be mentioned throughout the design thinking process in conversations about 
needs and implementation ideas.  Some of the most essential employability skills that will be addressed 
through the implementation plan are independence, perseverance, time management and organization, 
adaptability, professionalism, effective communication, problem solving, and collaboration. 

The Transformation of The Academy of Science and Entrepreneurship 

Beginning in the Spring of 2018, prior to the Ready Schools planning grant, MCCSC formed an 
Academy Design Team to identify ways to grow the enrollment of The Academy and determine what, if 
any, changes would be beneficial to the programming offered there. As part of their work, a marketing 
and branding expert was hired.  As the Ready Schools Design Team, which included the principal and a 
teacher from The Academy, began the design thinking process for the whole school corporation, it 
became evident that information learned would be beneficial to both The Academy and the school 
corporation as a whole.  A plan for transforming The Academy began to form during the Discovery Phase 
after hearing from stakeholders during interviews and visiting several promising practice visits of schools 
with goals similar to those of The Academy.  Many of the areas of transformation align directly with the 
five Ready Schools focus areas (see Appendix O and Appendix P).  In alignment with the career 
awareness and STEAM and hands-on learning focus areas, The Academy will be increasing their career 
pathway offerings to include Engineering/STEM, Computer Science (Informatics), and Life Sciences 
which align with the Occupational Needs Assessment for the Uplands region conducted by ROI (see 
Appendix Q) as well as Entrepreneurship and Digital & Media Arts.  As part of the entrepreneurship focus 
area, The Academy will also pilot the INCubatoredu program for the school corporation.  Other key 
aspects of The Academy transformation will include a makerspace, the PBL Model Learning Lab, and 
MCCSC’s first College and Career Center which are part of the PBL, STEAM, and career awareness 
focus areas.  The Academy will also host “Master Classes” where community and industry partners will 
host enriching informational sessions beyond traditional course curriculum for students, and sometimes 
other community members and families.  For example, a cyber security expert could run a workshop.  
Students at The Academy will also participate in a Career Pathway Capstone project prior to graduation 
detailing the relevant learning experiences they had throughout their high school career and exhibiting 
their preparedness for postsecondary and career success.  In addition, The Academy will be increasing 
its authentic partnerships aligned to PBL units.  Perhaps the most exciting connection between Ready 
Schools and The Academy is the preK-8 pipeline of students who will be engaged in PBL learning and 
entrepreneurship prior to high school.  All the details of the transformation initiatives at The Academy 
have not been finalized because we recognize a continuous design thinking process will inform the 
changes.  However, the connection between the transformation of The Academy and the Ready Schools 
Implementation Plan is noticeable and exciting. 

Sustainability 

During the discovery phase, staff members were asked about how the corporation can best 
sustain new initiatives, programs, and activities.  Almost all responses stated that it must start from the 
top and that someone must continue to oversee the initiative so it continues to be reinforced.  Over 35 
comments were also made regarding the need for ongoing professional development related to 
corporation initiatives.  This will also help increase buy-in from teachers and administrators which over 25 
teachers commented was important for sustaining an initiative.  Over 30 comments were also made 
during the discovery phase interviews about having consistent central office leadership and staff to assist 
being beneficial.  Moreover, as we continued through the design thinking process, stakeholders were very 



 

enthusiastic about the ideas presented, but wondered who would help implement the ideas.  The OIC and 
CCRC are two corporation-wide positions that will ensure effective implementation and sustainability of 
the strategies proposed within the implementation plan throughout the three phases of the grant and 
beyond.  The implementation budget provides more information regarding sustaining the costs and in-
kind expenses associated with the plan.  However, many of the proposed activities and expenses are 
one-time costs occurring during phase one.   

The Ready Schools Implementation Team, a collective group of stakeholders from various MCCSC 
schools and departments, will be formed.  This team, led by the OIC and CCRC, will be a smaller version 
of the current design team.  They will meet approximately quarterly to review data and stakeholder 
feedback ensure the design thinking process is continually embraced as needed throughout the 
implementation 

In addition, messaging and marketing of the implementation plan internally to teachers, staff, and 
students, and externally to parents and community and industry stakeholders will be paramount.  Through 
videos, newspaper articles, newsletters, and other media, we plan to promote the implementation plan as 
well as events as they occur.  This messaging will take place throughout the entire implementation. 

In summary, the strategies listed for each of the five focus areas will produce alignment between 
preK-12 and workforce needs.  They also meet the six Ready Schools Core Principals.  Implementation 
of these strategies is both exciting and significant as we prepare every MCCSC student to be college, 
career, AND life ready when they graduate.  



Ready Schools Implementation Timeline 
Activities initiated corporation-wide as part of Ready Schools are red.  

E: Elementary  M: Middle  H: High 

Phase 1 (Year 1) 

2020-2021 
 Phase 2 (Year 2) 

2021-2022 

 Phase 3 (Year 3-5+) 

2022-2025+ 
PBL 

• Teachers who have been 
trained will be using PBL in their 
classrooms (At least 1x per 
semester) 

• Training will continue to be 
offered over the summer, 
breaks, and at certain schools 
by certified trainers 

• Create a library of grade-level 
and course specific PBL units on 
Canvas 

 PBL 
• Teachers who have been 
trained will be using PBL in their 
classrooms (At least 1x per 
semester) 

• Training will continue to be 
offered over the summer, 
breaks, and at certain schools 
by certified trainers 

• Continue to build a library of 
grade-level and course specific 
PBL units on Canvas 

• The Academy becomes a PBL 
Model Learning Lab 

 PBL 
• Teachers who have been 
trained will be using PBL in their 
classrooms (At least 1x per 
semester) 

• Training will continue to be 
offered over the summer, 
breaks, and at certain schools 
by certified trainers 

• Continue to build a library of 
grade-level and course specific 
PBL units on Canvas 

• The Academy accepts visitors 
from outside MCCSC as a PBL 
Model Learning Lab  

STEAM 
• Digital Citizenship (EMH) 

• Coding Lessons (EMH) 

• Evening of Code (EMH) 

• Computer Science Education 
Week (EMH) 

• Robotics, Maker, Drone, & 
STEAM Clubs (EMH) 

• Art & Music Shows (EMH) 

• Art & Music Competitions 
(EMH) 

• STEM to THEM Mobile Lab (E) 

• Maker & Programming 
Challenges (E) 

• GEMS (E) 

• Literacy Based STEAM 
Challenges (EM) 

• Makerspaces (M) 

• Programming Lessons (M) 

• PLTW (MH) 

• Cybersecurity & Computer 
Science Career Pathways (H) 

• Innovation Day- STEAM Career 
Fair (H) 

 STEAM 
• Digital Citizenship (EMH) 

• Coding Lessons (EMH) 

• Evening of Code (EMH) 

• Computer Science Education 
Week (EMH) 

• Robotics, Maker, Drone, & 
STEAM Clubs (EMH) 

• Art & Music Shows (EMH) 

• Art & Music Competitions 
(EMH) 

• STEM to THEM Mobile Lab (E) 

• Maker & Programming 
Challenges (E) 

• GEMS (E) 

• Literacy Based STEAM 
Challenges (EM) 

• Makerspaces (MH) 

• Programming Lessons (M) 

• PLTW (MH) 

• Cybersecurity & Computer 
Science Career Pathways (H) 

• Innovation Day- STEAM Career 
Fair (H) 

 STEAM 
• Digital Citizenship (EMH) 

• Coding Lessons (EMH) 

• Evening of Code (EMH) 

• Computer Science Education 
Week (EMH) 

• Robotics, Maker, Drone, & 
STEAM Clubs (EMH) 

• Art & Music Shows (EMH) 

• Art & Music Competitions 
(EMH) 

• Art Competitions (EMH) 

• STEM to THEM Mobile Lab (E) 

• Maker & Programming 
Challenges (E) 

• GEMS (E) 

• Literacy Based STEAM 
Challenges (E) 

• Makerspaces (MH) 

• Programming Lessons (M) 

• PLTW (MH) 

• Cybersecurity & Computer 
Science Career Pathways (H) 

• Innovation Day- STEAM Career 
Fair (H) 

ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

• VentureLab Lessons (E) 

• Lemonade Day Awareness (E) 

• Maker & App Challenges (E) 

• mxINCedu (M) 

• INCubatoredu (Pilot at ASE) (H) 

 ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

• VentureLab Lessons (E) 

• Lemonade Day Awareness (E) 

• Maker & App Challenges (E) 

• mxINCedu (M) 

• INCubatoredu (H) 

 ENTREPRENEURSHIP 
• VentureLab Lessons (E) 

• Lemonade Day Awareness (E) 

• Maker & App Challenges (E) 

• mxINCedu (M) 

• INCubatoredu (H) 

CAREER AWARENESS 
• Classroom Lesson Connections 
(EMH) 

• College Go! Week (EMH) 

• Passion Projects/Genius Hour 
(EMH) 

• College Field Trips (EMH) 

 CAREER AWARENESS 
• Classroom Lesson Connections 
(EMH) 

• College Go! Week (EMH) 

• Passion Projects/Genius Hour 
(EMH) 

• College Field Trips (EMH) 

 CAREER AWARENESS 
• Classroom Lesson Connections 
(EMH) 

• College Go! Week (EMH) 

• Passion Projects/Genius Hour 
(EMH) 

• College Field Trips (EMH) 



Phase 1 (Year 1) 

2020-2021 
 Phase 2 (Year 2) 

2021-2022 
 Phase 3 (Year 3-5+) 

2022-2025+ 
• Field Trips (EMH) 

• Guest Speakers (EMH) 

• Social & Emotional Learning 
(EMH) 

• Clubs (EMH) 

• HHCC Manufacturing Day (E) 

• Career Day (EM) 

• Interest/Aptitude Surveys (M) 

• Tour of Opportunity (M) 

• Reality Store® (M) 

• Naviance (MH) 

• Adulting Day (H) 

• College & Career Fairs (H) 

• Career Pathways (H) 

• Innovation Day- STEAM Career 
Fair (H) 

 

 • Field Trips (EMH) 

• Guest Speakers (EMH) 

• Passion Projects/Genius Hour 
(EMH) 

• Social & Emotional Learning 
(EMH) 

• College Field Trips (EMH) 

• Clubs (EMH) 

• Research & Present About a 
Career (E) 

• HHCC Manufacturing Day (E) 

• Career Day (EM) 

• Interest/Aptitude Surveys (M) 

• Career Simulations (M) 

• Tour of Opportunity (M) 

• Reality Store® (M) 

• Mock Interviews (MH) 

• Naviance (MH) 

• College & Career Centers (H) 

• New Career Pathways (H) 

• Lunch & Learn Sessions for 
Teachers & Students (H) 

• Internship Database (H) 

• Internship Program 
Capstone/Alignment (H) 

• Job Shadowing (H) 

• Adulting Day (H) 

• College & Career Fairs (H) 

• Innovation Day- STEAM Career 
Fair (H) 

 

 • Field Trips (EMH) 

• Guest Speakers (EMH) 

• Social & Emotional Learning 
(EMH) 

• Clubs (EMH) 

• HHCC Manufacturing Day (E) 

• Corporation-wide Grade Level 
Career Awareness Events (E) 

• Research & Present About a 
Career (E) 

• Career Day (EM) 

• Interest/Aptitude Surveys (EM) 

• Naviance (MH) 

• Mentoring Program (M) 

• Career Simulations (M) 

• Tour of Opportunity (M) 

• Reality Store® (M) 

• Mock Interviews (MH) 

• Naviance (MH) 

• Mentoring Program with 
Employers (H) 

• College & Career Centers (H) 

• New Career Pathways (H) 

• Lunch & Learn Sessions for 
Teachers & Students (H) 

• Internship Database (H) 

• Internship Program 
Capstone/Alignment (H) 

• Adulting Day (H) 

• College & Career Fairs (H) 

• Innovation Day- STEAM Career 
Fair (H) 

PARTNERSHIPS 
• Database of Opportunities 
(EMH) 

• Database of Partners (EMH) 

• Partner involvement in PBL, 
Entrepreneurship, STEAM, & 
Career Awareness Activities 
(EMH) 

 PARTNERSHIPS 
• Database of Opportunities 
(EMH)  

• Database of Partners (EMH) 

• Partner involvement in PBL, 
Entrepreneurship, STEAM, & 
Career Awareness Activities 
(EMH) 

 PARTNERSHIPS 
• Database of Opportunities 
(EMH)  

• Database of Partners (EMH) 

• Partner involvement in PBL, 
Entrepreneurship, STEAM, & 
Career Awareness Activities 
(EMH) 

 

 



READY SCHOOLS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

       

The MCCSC is committed to continuous improvement that leads to successful outcomes.  This commitment includes the assurance 

that measures of effectiveness are monitored and reported periodically. Although, one measure by itself provides useful information, 

comprehensive measures used together and over time provide much richer information. Therefore, the impact and outcomes 

achieved through the Ready Schools grant will be tracked using multiple measures of data. The majority of the data will be collected 

and reported to ROI on a biannual basis by the Outreach & Innovation Coordinator (OIC) and/or the College & Career Readiness 

Coordinator (CCRC).  The Ready Schools Implementation team will be responsible for reviewing and analyzing the data.  This team 

will be a collective group of stakeholders from various MCCSC schools and departments who work collaboratively to ensure the 

design thinking process is continually embraced as needed throughout this next phase.  This will be a smaller version of the current 

Design Team. 

The overall objective of the Ready Schools Implementation Grant is to create an expansion of systemic, preK-12 aligned curricular 

and programmatic offerings that emphasize the five focus areas. An important indicator of success will be an increased number of 

students who are college, career, and life ready. Essentially, the overall impact for all of the five focus areas are: 

• PreK-12 connections to increase talent in the Indiana Uplands region 

• Relevant and engaged real-world learning opportunities for students 

• Aligned and consistent partnerships that support student learning  

• Increased teacher knowledge in implementing relevant, hands-on classroom instruction 

A detailed plan for evaluation and progress monitoring are outlined on the following pages. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



READY SCHOOLS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

       

Project-Based Learning 
Goal: Increase the authentic, educative, and engaging learning opportunities with real-world relevance for students through the expansion and creation of a 

systemic preK-12 alignment of PBL units/courses such that it impacts student achievement 
Measurable Outcomes  Evaluation Evaluation 

Instrument 
Responsible 
for collection 

Responsible for 
analysis 

Responsible for 
reporting 

Timeline 

➢ 75% of students participating 
in phase one of PBL 
implementation will earn a 
proficient or advanced score 
on at least one PBL rubric by 
the end of year two 

➢ At least 75% of students 
completing a PBL unit will 
demonstrate growth on the 
common summative 
assessment (CSA) grading 
scale on standards taught in 
the PBL unit 

Measure growth in 
PBL student 
learning  
 

 

➢ Students’ 
completed 
PBL rubrics 

 
➢ Students’ 

formative and 
summative 
assessment 
scores  

OIC 
 

Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
bi-annually. 

10% overall increase in HS 
students completing a PBL unit 
for graduation pathways 
requirement by the end year 
three 

Measure the number 
of submitted PBL 
reflection and 
verification form 

Graduation 
Pathways 
reflection and 
verification form 

CCRC 
 

Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 

 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
bi-annually 

At least 1 ready to use model 
PBL unit implemented per 
elementary grade level by the 
end of year two 
 

Measure the 
expansion of 
accessible PBL 
units available to 
educators  

PBL Resource 
Library 

OIC 
 

Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 
 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
bi-annually. 

➢ All elementary schools will be 

trained in PBL instruction by 

the end of year three 

➢ Up to 30 teachers across 

preK-12 will be PBL certified 

by the end of 2021  

Track hours and 
type of PD received 
by educators 

Professional 
Development 
Sign-In Sheets 

OIC 
 

Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 
 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
after each PD session. 

Measure 
participants’ 
satisfaction with the 
PD attended 
 

Professional 
Development 
Teacher and 
Administrator 
Evaluations  



READY SCHOOLS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

       

STEAM and Hands-On Learning 
Goal:  Increase integrated STEAM opportunities in the classroom and outside of the school day including PBL, the engineering design process, maker 

education, robotics, and computer science in order to prepare students for postsecondary and career success 

Measurable Outcomes  Evaluation Evaluation 
Instrument 

Responsible for 
collection 

Responsible for 
analysis 

Responsible for 
reporting 

Timeline 

At least a 5% increase in ILEARN 
Math scores by the end of year 
three 

Measure growth 
on ILEARN 
exam 

Student 
ILEARN 
scores 

OIC & MCCSC 

STEM Coach 
Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be 
collected, compiled, 
and analyzed bi-
annually. 

At least a 5% increase in the 
number of students enrolled in 
STEAM career pathway courses 
by the end of year three 

Measure growth 
in pathway 
participation  

Student 
course 
enrollment 
data  

CCRC & MCCSC 

STEM Coach 
Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be 
collected, compiled, 
and analyzed bi-
annually 

Makerspaces will be used by 

students at least 90% of the time by 

the end of year three  

Track hours of 
use  
 

Room 
Reservation 
List 

OIC, CCRC, & 

MCCSC STEM 

Coach 

Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be 
collected, compiled, 
and analyzed bi-
annually. 

At least 2 teachers at every 
secondary school will receive 
makerspace professional 
development by the end of year  
three 

Track hours and 
type of PD 
received by 
educators 

Professional 
Development 
Sign-In Sheets  

OIC, CCRC, & 

MCCSC STEM 

Coach 

Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be 
collected, compiled, 
and analyzed after 
each PD session. 

STEM to THEM Mobile Lab will 
visit every elementary school and 
do hands-on instruction with every 
elementary class by the end of 
year two 
 

Track visits to 
elementary 
schools 
 

STEM to Them 
Visitation 
Schedule 

MCCSC STEM 

Coach, STEM to 

Them Mobile Lab 

Instructor 

Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be 
collected, compiled, 
and analyzed bi-
annually. 

Track student 
completed 
projects 

Student 
Completed 
Projects 

 

  



READY SCHOOLS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

       

Career Awareness 
Goal:  Students will be more knowledgeable and able to make appropriate postsecondary decisions through preK-12 alignment and   

                   expansion of the number of college and career awareness opportunities that are integrated within the corporations’ curricular and programmatic 

offerings preK-12 

Measurable Outcomes  Evaluation Evaluation 
Instrument 

Responsible 
for collection 

Responsible for 
analysis 

Responsible for 
reporting 

Timeline 

At least 60% of 9th-12th 
grade students have 
mastered a minimum of one 
postsecondary competency 
annually  

Analyze the number 
of students who 
have mastered 
postsecondary 
competencies 

Course 
completion 
report 
 
Graduation 
pathways data 

CCRC Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed bi-
annually 

At least 40% of 9th-12th 
grade students are learning 
and demonstrating 
employability skills annually 

Measure the 
number of students 
who are learning 
and demonstrating 
employability skills 

Graduation 
pathways data 

CCRC Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed bi-
annually 

75% satisfaction rate 
regarding college and 
career awareness programs 
and activities as perceived 
by graduating seniors by the 
end of year three 

Analyze student 
satisfaction data 
regarding college 
and career 
awareness activities 
and programs  

Senior survey  CCRC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
A random selection of 
students will be surveyed 
bi-annually 

➢ 50% of educators have 
participated in at least one 
career awareness PD by 
the end of year three  

 
➢ 75% satisfaction rate 

regarding career 
awareness focused PDs 

Track hours and 
type of PD received 
by educators. 
 
Measure 
participants’ 
satisfaction with the 
PD attended 

➢ Professional 
Development 
Sign-In 
Sheets 

 
➢ Professional 

Development 
Evaluations  

CCRC 

 

Ready Schools 
Implementation 
Team 
 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
after each PD session 

10% increase in student 
participation at corporation-
wide career awareness 
events (ex. College/career 
fair) annually 

Measure student 
registration/ 
attendance data at 
corporation-wide 
career awareness 
events 

Registration 
data and sign-in 
sheets  
 

CCRC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
after each event 



READY SCHOOLS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

       

 

Entrepreneurship 
Goal: Increase experiential courses for students that provide real-world learning experiences, while also providing opportunities to interact with and learn 

from local business professionals to ensure students graduate high school with employability skills to potentially increase talent retention 
Measurable Outcomes  Evaluation Evaluation 

Instrument 
Responsible for 

collection 
Responsible for 

analysis 
Responsible for 

reporting 
Timeline 

Student learning growth in 
INCubatoredu and 
mxINCedu courses 

Number of students 
that have created 
potential business/ 
product  

Student 
products and 
business 
plans 

OIC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be collected, 
compiled, and analyzed bi-
annually 

➢ 25% increase in student 
enrollment in mxINCedu 
middle school courses 
by year three 

 
➢ 25% increase in student 

enrollment in 
INCubatoredu High 
School Course 
enrollment by year three 

 

Measure student 
course enrollment 
data 

mxINCedu and 
INCubatoredu 
course 
enrollment 
data 

OIC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data must be collected, 

compiled, and analyzed bi-

annually 

75% student satisfaction 
with postsecondary 
readiness by the end of 
year three 

Measure feedback 
from students 
enrolled in 
INCubatoredu 
course  

Class Survey OIC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 
 

Data must be collected, 

compiled, and analyzed 

annually 

 
  



READY SCHOOLS MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS 

       

 

 

 

 

 

 

Community and Industry Partnerships  
Goal: Increase the quality, sustainability, alignment, and equitable focus of our community and industry partnerships while also making it centrally 

coordinated, and easier to identify, initiate, and participate in the relevant and authentic partnerships 

Measurable Outcomes  Evaluation Evaluation 
Instrument 

Responsible 
for collection 

Responsible for 
analysis 

Responsible for 
reporting 

Timeline 

➢ 70% satisfaction rate by 
employers directly 
impacted by the service 
of the OIC annually 
 

➢ Fulfill 85% of teacher 

requests for identifying 

community partners for 

PBL units annually 

 

Measure the 
satisfaction of the 
level of support 
from OIC 

Ready Schools 
Pre/Post 
Evaluation 

OIC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
A random selection of 
individuals will be 
surveyed.  Data collected, 
compiled, and analyzed 
bi-annually. 

Measure the use of 
industry and 
community 
partnerships 

Measure the 
satisfaction of 
industry and 
community 
partnerships 

At least 5 new “exemplary 
partners” will be identified 
by the end of year three 

Measure the 
expansion of 
industry and 
community 
partnerships 

Partnership data 
from partnership 
portal  
 

OIC Ready Schools 

Implementation 

Team 

OIC & CCRC 

 
Data collected, compiled, 
and analyzed bi-annually 



 

 

Appendix A 
  

Design Team Members 
 

Name School 
 

Name School 

Kathy Jerke Highland Park Nick McGinnis Summit 

Lisa Roberts Grandview Eve Robertson Clear Creek 

Micah Heath Arlington Heights Chris Wilkins Binford 

Claire Mickey Arlington Heights Gina True Childs 

Tori Babcock Fairview April Fraze Rogers 

Megan Handel Marlin Angie Evans Lakeview 

Lily Albright Unionville Josh Livingston Templeton 

Patty Harpring University Eric Gilpin Batchelor 

Darrell Frazier Tri-North Anna Sullivan/ Kris 
McGlaun 

Jackson Creek 

Brian Muehlhaus BHSN Kyle Simpson BHSS 

Christi McBride Hoosier Hills Pat Cannon BHSS 

Emily Schoch BGS Yamila Cancel Academy 

Lauren Rapacki Keenan C&I Coach Jessica Willis Academy 

Paul Farmer MCEA Robert Moore Adult Education 

Katy Sparks STEM Coach Lori Ihle C&I Coach 

Tim Pritchett Director of Technology Kathy Bruner Special Ed 

Deb Prenkert Director of Elem. Lizzie Johnson Science 

Rafi Hasan Equity & Inclusion Kevin Rogers Digital Learning 

Choonhyun Jeon English Learners Markay Winston Asst. Supt. C&I 

Kim Williams High Ability Amy Morwick SEL Grant 

Mitch Bratton SpEd   

 



 

 

Appendix B 
 

Education and Workforce Advisory Team (EWAT) Members 
 

Last Name 
First 
Name Title 

Demuth Judith Superintendent, Monroe County Community School Corporation 

Adduci Chris Assistant Principal, Bloomington High School South 

Bryant Steve Executive Director of the Gayle and Bill Cook Center for Entrepreneurship 

Coyne Lynn Former President, Bloomington Economic Development Corporation 

Cross Francis Dionne Associate Professor, IU School of Education 

Crowley Alex Director, Bloomington Economic and Sustainable Development 

Emge Chris Principal of the Success School, Bloomington Chamber of Commerce 

Hasan Rafi Equity & Inclusion Coordinator, MCCSC 

Hugo Kathleen Director of Special Education, MCCSC 

Irwin Cory Assistant Principal, Bloomington High School North 

Kincaid Jenny Senior Associate Director, IU Office of Institutional Equity 

Maltese Adam Associate Professor, IU School of Education 

McCrory Martin 
Associate Vice President for Diversity, Equity and Multicultural Affairs, and 
Vice Provost for Educational Inclusion and Diversity, Indiana University 

O'Neill Esthela Director of Admissions, Ivy Tech 

Pearl Jennifer President, Bloomington Economic Development Corporation 

Pena Valerie 
Assistant Vice President/Chief of Staff, IU Government Relations & 
Economic Engagement 

Peterson Dan Vice President of Industry & Government Affairs, Cook Group 

Phelps Tom Centerstone 

Predmore Erin President & CEO, Bloomington Chamber of Commerce 

Priester-Hanks Mary District Readiness Coordinator, MCCSC 

Rose Becky Director of Student Services, MCCSC 

Schnatzmeyer Todd Executive Director, Indiana Limestone Institute 

Schrader Drew Director of Assessment, New Tech Network 

Scribner J. Adam Director of STEM Education Initiatives, Indiana University 

Sedory Stacy District Readiness Coordinator, MCCSC 

Vaughan Jenny Chancellor, Ivy Tech Community College 

Warren Lamara 
Assistant Dean for Diversity & Inclusion, IU School of Informatics & 
Engineering 



 

 

Watson Lemuel Dean, IU School of Education 

Weddle Trudy Vice Chancellor of Enrollment Services, Ivy Tech Community College 

Weiss-
Kennedy Carol Director of Community Health, Bloomington Hospital 

Winston Markay Assistant Superintendent of Curriculum and Instruction, MCCSC 

 



 

 

Appendix C 

Interview Totals 
  

School Teachers/Staff Parents Students Total 

Arlington Heights 11 6 11 28 

ASE 5 5 39 49 

Batchelor 10 7 12 29 

BGS 6 0 8 14 

BHSN 22 3 15 40 

BHSS 4 4 11 19 

Binford 5 2 7 14 

Childs 7 1 4 12 

Clear Creek 4 3 32 39 

Fairview 9 2 6 17 

Grandview 10 5 8 23 

Highland Park 2 3 6 11 

Hoosier Hills 2 1 13 16 

Jackson Creek 14 8 15 37 

Lakeview 20 1 56 77 

Marlin 11 5 7 23 

Rogers 1 6 0 7 

Summit 6 5 7 18 

Templeton 7 3 14 24 

Tri-North 11 4 23 38 

Unionville 10 3 5 18 

University 7 6 6 19 

ENL parents  13  13 

Community  20 

Former Students  6 

Counselors 12  12 

Industry  6 

 196 96 305 629 

 



 

 

Appendix D 

Common Themes 
 

Secondary & Elementary Themes 
(T = teacher/staff, P= parents, S= students) 

HOPES & WISHES THEMES MS/HS ES 

Soft skills (TPS) (TP) 

More real world application/Projects/PBL/Inquiry Learning/Hands-on 
learning/STEM 

(TPS) (TPS) 

Career exploration/awareness (TPS) (TPS) 

Apprenticeships/Job Shadows/Field Trips (TS) 
 

Service learning (TS) 
 

Post-secondary planning/knowing options (TPS) (TP) 

Teacher training for follow-through with initiatives, goal setting, mentors (T) (T) 

Financial literacy (TPS) (TP) 

Challenge the students/teacher expectations (T) 
 

Teachers and students working together/teachers as facilitators/guide (T) 
 

Community partnerships w/private and public sector (TPS) 
 

Communication (parent and school) (TP) 
 

Relevant hard skills (ex. Microsoft Office) (TS) 
 

Positive, validating, support for students & teachers (TP) 
 

SEL (P) 
 

Preparing to be good citizens  (P) 
 

Compensate teachers better (P) 
 

Offer more elective options (finance, science, engineering) (S) 
 

Smaller class size (safe/comfy for students) 
 

(T) 

More support in classrooms 
 

(T) 

Less curriculum changes 
 

(T) 

Less testing (TPS) (TP) 



 

 

Whole child focus 
 

(T) 

Communication/common language  
 

(T) 

Engaged learning 
 

(TS) 

Life skills/transitions for Sp.Ed. (TP) (T) 

Community partnerships/involvement 
 

(TPS) 

More technology 
 

(TPS) 

Academic knowledge/challenging curriculum (more science, math, reading) 
 

(PS) 

Post-secondary options awareness 
 

(P) 

Global awareness/social justice 
 

(PS) 

More enrichment opportunities/clubs 
 

(S) 

Work in small groups 
 

(S) 

More student choice/voice 
 

(S) 

Genius hour/passion projects 
 

(S) 

More info on military options 
 

(S) 

 

SATISFACTIONS THEMES (some of these relate to specific schools) MS/HS ES 

PLC (T) (T) 

Project based learning/hands-on/real world application (T) (TS) 

SEL (T) (T) 

Life skills (T) 
 

Job shadow/internships (TS) 
 

STEM (robotics, GEM, Hour of Code) (T) (TS) 

Clubs/sports/extra-curricular activities/specials (TPS) (TPS) 

Dual credit and college classes (TS) 
 

Post-secondary opportunities/preparation (TPS) 
 

World languages (T) 
 

Supports for students/meets their needs (T) 
 



 

 

Adult support/guidance (S) 
 

Community involvement/partnerships (S) (P) 

Technology resources (S) (TPS) 

Smaller school creates a feeling of safety/relationships (S) 
 

Career exploration  (S) (S) 

Professional development (Nov. 6, OG, Equity) 
 

(T) 

Literacy and math focus 
 

(TPS) 

Behavior programs/positive school culture/relationships (PBIS/Well 
Managed Schools) 

 
(TPS) 

Aides/preventionists/coaches 
 

(T) 

Special programs (IB, Artful learning, STEM, Language immersion) 
 

(TP) 

Genius Hour 
 

(T) 

Communities/Book Buddies (multi-grade relationships) 
 

(S) 

Advanced programming 
 

(P) 

Differentiated learning 
 

(P) 

Cultural responsivity/global understanding 
 

(PS) 

Maker Challenge 
 

(S) 

Field trips 
 

(S) 

Small group instruction 
 

(S) 

Opportunities to be healthy and exercise 
 

(S) 

 

FRUSTRATIONS THEMES (some of these relate to specific schools) MS/HS ES 

Testing (time, focus on it too much, alignment of CFAs, stressor) and negative 
effect of scores 

(TP) (TP) 

Not prepared for post-secondary (T) (TP) 

Initiatives (buy-in, accountability, clear goals, lack of coordination, lack of 
follow-through) 

(T) (T) 

Re-doing assignments, classes, and tests (T) 
 



 

 

Communicating a clear plan/vision (ex. PD) (T) 
 

Collaboration (especially between schools) is a challenge (T) 
 

Lack of training for teachers (T) (T) 

Support mechanisms for students (scaffolded) (T) 
 

Attitudes towards non-college bound students and options (TPS) 
 

Lack of counselor availability/need more counselors/guidance on 
careers/college 

(PS) 
 

Use of technology (how it’s used and addiction) (TP) (T) 

Specific learning modes are not useful (ex. Notes, etc.) (S) 
 

Lack of info provided on Hoosier Hills (S) 
 

Lack of hands-on learning in all schools (S) 
 

Lack of student choice for classes (S) 
 

Lack of life skills instruction (S) 
 

Division between college bound and career bound students (TPS) 
 

Lack of interest/buy-in from students 
 

(T) 

ExactPath/Benchmark/Bridges 
 

(T) 

No direction for specials teachers  
 

(T) 

Misalignment of curriculum 
 

(T) 

Need areas of focus (STEM) 
 

(T) 

Parents aren’t providing expectations like they used to 
 

(T) 

Push towards post-secondary education  
 

(P) 

Not rigorous 
 

(P) 

More info needed about high ability identification and how it affects students 
later on 

(TPS) (T) 

Short lunches 
 

(S) 

Bullying 
 

(S) 

 

 



 

 

Common Themes for Industry & Community Members 
 

HOPES & WISHES Industry Community 

Need a Community Liaison to connect community/industry with the 
schools 

X X 

Need more career exposure and exploration opportunities 
(especially earlier) 

X X 

Soft skills/life skills/basic skills X X 

Financial Literacy X X 

Put all post-secondary opportunities on the same playing field 
(shouldn’t be a “college only” mentality) 

X X 

Inclusivity and diversity 
 

X 

More STEM integration X X 

Students need to be informed about all of their options X X 

More sustainable partnerships with mutual benefits X X 

Formalize apprenticeship programs X 
 

 

SATISFACTIONS Industry Community 

Offering Dual Credit and AP classes 
 

X 

Dedicated teachers 
 

X 

Partnerships with community 
 

X 

Opportunities for internships 
 

X 

Some opportunity for teaching soft skills X X 

Industry jobs are available for high school graduates X 
 

 

FRUSTRATIONS Industry Community 

Stigma associated with vocational courses X X 

Lack of career awareness X X 

Sustainability of partnerships X X 



 

 

Lack of soft skills X X 

Unsure who to contact for partnerships X X 

Difficulty reaching the students they need to X X 

Teaching to the test 
 

X 

Students lose opportunities for creativity as they get older X X 

Teachers aren’t confident in teaching science and innovative 
practices 

 
X 

Hard to reach everyone’s needs 
 

X 

New initiatives don’t always trickle down to elementary and middle 
 

X 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix E 

The information below shows the frequency of comments made specifically 

regarding each of the topics listed. 



 

 

Appendix F 

Promising Practice Visits, Conferences, and Workshops 

 

Promising Practice Visit Date Attendees 

Purdue Polytechnic High School 
Indianapolis, IN 

9/13/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Perry Central Commodore Manufacturing 
Leopold, IN 

11/27/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Angie Evans, Lisa 
Roberts, Alexis Harmon, Cory 
Irwin, Anna Sullivan 

Eminence Independent Schools 
Eminence, KY 

11/28/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Angie Evans, Lisa 
Roberts, Alexis Harmon, Cory 
Irwin, Anna Sullivan 

Columbus Signature Academy 
Columbus, IN 

12/13/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Deb Prenkert, Eric 
Gilpin, Ken Howard, Claire 
Mickey 

The Project School 
Bloomington, IN 

1/14/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

CSA Lincoln 
Columbus, IN 

2/7/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Angie Evans, Micah 
Heath 

Big Picture Learning School 
Shelbyville, KY 

3/6/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Luke Chanley, Kris 
McGlaun 

VW elab Schools (Dalewood MS, Soddy Daisy MS, 
Chattanooga School of Arts & Sciences, STEM 
Chattanooga) 
Chattanooga, TN 

3/7/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Luke Chanley, Kris 
McGlaun 

Chatt Fab Institute 
Chattanooga, TN 

6/16-6/20/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Glen Hopkins, Angie 
Evans, Emily Menkedick, 
Jessica Willis, Cyrilla Helm, 
Erin Predmore (Bloomington 
Chamber of Commerce) 

INCubatoredu at Barrington High School 
Barrington, IL 

10/1/19 Stacy Sedory, Markay 
Winston, Michelle Brittain-



 

 

Watts, Jessica Willis, Chris 
Adduci 

Buffalo Grove High School 
Buffalo Grove, IL 

10/2/19 Stacy Sedory, Markay Winston 

Career Simulations at Columbus North High School 
Columbus, IN 

11/7/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

Industry Tours with Columbus East High School 
Columbus, IN 

11/26/19 Mary Priester-Hanks, Chris 
Emge (Bloomington Chamber 
of Commerce) 

INCubatoredu at Barrington High School 
Barrington, IL 

12/11/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-

Hanks, Eric Gilpin, Rae Floyd, 

Kristin Poage, Adam Price, 

Missy Williams  

INCubatoredu at Buffalo Grove High School 
Buffalo Grove, IL 

12/11/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Eric Gilpin, Rae Floyd, 
Kristin Poage, Adam Price, 
Missy Williams 

mxINCedu at McClure Junior High School 
Western Springs, IL 

12/11/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Eric Gilpin, Rae Floyd, 
Kristin Poage, Adam Price, 
Missy Williams 

Future Center at Shortridge High School 
Indianapolis, IN 

12/18/19 Mary Priester-Hanks 

Senior Success Center at Martinsville High School 
Martinsville, IN 

1/13/2020 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

Brown County Career Resource Center Tour 
Nashville, IN 

2/3/20 Mary Priester-Hanks 

Owen Valley High School Future Center 
Spencer, IN 

2/4/20 Mary Priester-Hanks 

VW elab Schools  
Chattanooga, TN 

2/21/20 Stacy Sedory, Maureen 
Davidoff, Cody Messmann, 
Hogan Stanger, Rachel Bahr, 
Yamila Cancel, Jennifer Michie 

Kempsville High School Entrepreneurship & Business 
Academy, Landstown High School Governor’s STEM 
Academy, and John B. Dey Elementary School 
Virginia Beach, VA 

2/27-2/28/20 Stacy Sedory, Joann Novak 



 

 

VW elab Schools  
Chattanooga, TN 

3/3/20 Jessica Courtney, Eric Gilpin, 

Kara Cheslock, Anthony 

Ritchel, Darrel Frazier, Martha 

Bowman, Rebecca Rice, Rae 

Floyd 

Conferences   

Association of Supervision and Curriculum Development 
(ASCD)  
Nashville, TN 

11/2-11/4/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Learning Forward 
Dallas, TX 

12/2-12/5/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Combine 
Bloomington, IN 

4/5/19 Stacy Sedory 

Redefining Ready Summit 
Arlington, IL 

10/2/19 Stacy Sedory, Markay 
Winston, Michelle Brittain-
Watts, Jessica Willis, Chris 
Adduci 

MakerEd 
Pittsburgh, PA 

10/12-
10/13/2019 

Kevin Rogers, Kara Cheslock, 
Martha Bowman, Kris 
McGlaun, Hannah Walls, 
Jennifer Michie, Dana 
Frederick 

Workshops/Meetings   

Monroe County Opioid Summit 9/18-9/19/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

ROI Pathways Summit 10/5/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

Buddy Berry Workshop 1/17/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Jessica Willis, Markay 
Winston, Deb Prenkert 

Ready Schools Ideal Grad Workshop 2/19/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

IKORCC Lunch and Learn 2/20/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Christi McBride 

INFAME: Indiana Federation for Advanced Manufacturing 
Education Informational Session 

5/1/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 



 

 

ROI Annual Report to the Region 4/18/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

Crane “Un”Professional Development Day 7/24/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

IN-Mac Grant Program Summit 8/21/19 Mary Priester-Hanks 

Crane Internship Informational Meeting 9/6/19 Stacy Sedory, Katy Sparks, 
Christi McBride, Lori Hoevener, 
Lacey Grant, Aaron Daniel 

Uplands Pathway Meeting 9/11/19 Stacy Sedory 

JA EduSpark 9/24/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

Webinars   

SEL & Career Readiness 9/20/18 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

CareerWise Colorado 1/10/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Developing Your Portrait of a Graduate 1/25/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

World of Work Webinar 1/28/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

ImBlaze Demo Webinar 2/1/19 Stacy Sedory 

Indiana CAP and Kuder Galaxy Demo Webinar 2/14/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Big Picture Learning 101 Webinar 2/15/19 Stacy Sedory 

Nepris Webinar 2/26/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Are You Ready for Graduation Pathways? Employability 
Skills, Compliance, and Innovation 

4/17/19 Stacy Sedory 

Micro-credentialing Webinar 5/7/19 Stacy Sedory 

Seamless WBL: Virtual Introduction and Walkthrough 5/21/19 Stacy Sedory 

EdRising Webinar 8/21/19 Stacy Sedory 

Indiana CoP: Building Partnerships with EWIN’s Erin Foster 8/22/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 



 

 

Defined STEM Webinar 9/19/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks, Katy Sparks, 
Choonhyun Jeon, Markay 
Winston 

Improving College & Career Readiness for All Students 10/16/2019 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

Resources for Job Seekers with Disabilities 10/24/19 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks   

3 Key Shifts for Consistent Grant Success 1/2/20 Stacy Sedory 

Governor’s Coaching Corp. 1/7/20 Stacy Sedory, Mary Priester-
Hanks 

Calling All Equity Champions 1.0.: Keys to Responding to 
the Gaps in Indiana’s Pipeline to Success 

1/29/20 Mary Priester-Hanks 

 



 

 

Appendix G 

Need Statements and “How Might We” Statements 

Needs Statements 

1. Our students need more PBL/projects/real world application/STEM/inquiry-based 
learning/hand-on learning so that they can be contributors and problem solvers in their 
communities and globally. 

2. Our teachers need more opportunities for professional development in order to feel 
confident in the curriculum. 

3. The community/families need more information about school offerings (ALPS, HHCC, 
different pathways) early on so that families and teachers can advocate for their students 
at an early age.  

4. Students need more information in order to advocate for future education. 
5. Schools need smaller class sizes in order to build relationships with students and 

strengthen community. 

 

“How Might We” Questions 
 

1. How might we equitably and positively market and promote career and college bound 
pathways to students and families? 

2. How might we ensure that every student obtains employability and life ready skills? 
3. How might we develop a comprehensive preK-12 career exploration framework? 
4. How might we design training and support for teachers to integrate relevant, real world, 

and STEAM programs? 
5. How might we build a district-wide support system to create authentic partnerships with 

local and regional employers? 
6. How might we consider how to increase time for engaged and hands-on learning? 
7. How might we develop meaningful, work-based learning and internship opportunities? 

 



 

 

Appendix H 

Refinement Phase Feedback on Project Based Learning 

During the Refinement Phase of the Ready Schools process teachers shared their 
feedback regarding the implementation plans of the Project-Based Learning and 
Career Awareness focus areas.  Their feedback helped to address concerns and 

inform changes to the implementation plans.  Below are some common themes related 
to comments made by teachers.    

  

  

Project-Based Learning 

Comment Topic  # of Comments 

Concerns about how implementation will 
take place (E.g. How long are the lessons?, 
What content standards will be used?, How 
will teachers be held accountable?,  What 

grade levels will be involved?)  96 

Need for professional development 33 

Time for planning and instruction 21 

Funding for resources and compensation 13 

Need for consistent ongoing support 18 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix I 

Feedback on Career Awareness Ideas 

During the Refinement Phase of the Ready Schools process teachers shared their 
feedback regarding the implementation plans of the Project-Based Learning and 
Career Awareness focus areas.  Their feedback helped to address concerns and 

inform changes to the implementation plans.  Below are some common themes related 

to comments made by teachers.   
 
  

Career Awareness 

Comment Topic  # of Comments 

Concerns about how implementation will 
take place (E.g. How long are the lessons?, 
What content standards will be used?, How 
will teachers be held accountable?,  What 

grade levels will be involved?)  81 

Need for professional development 6 

Time for planning and instruction 17 

Funding for resources and compensation 27 

Need for consistent ongoing support 19 

  

 



 

 

Appendix J 

Partnership Levels of Engagement and Partnership Model 

 

Partnership Levels of Engagement 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Partnership Model 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix K 

Ready Schools PreK-12 Alignment 

 



 

 

Appendix L 

Project-based Learning as a Vehicle for the 5 Focus Areas 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix M 

Job Description for College and Career Awareness Coordinator 

 

  

Career and College Readiness Coordinator Job Description 
 

• Executes the systemic PreK-12 alignment and expansion of all five main focus areas of the Ready Schools 
Implementation Grant. These main focus areas include but are not limited to: 
 

• College and Career Awareness:  
o Executes the development of a comprehensive college and career readiness program that 

prepares all students for success in postsecondary education and/or the workforce. 
o Coordinates the implementation and expansion of the College and Career Centers (CCCs). 
o Facilitates professional development opportunities for educators, including in-services, 

department meetings, and externships. 
o Coordinates a corporation-wide alignment and expansion of internships, work study, and other 

extended learning opportunities. 
o Collects, analyzes, and reports college/career readiness and transition statistics. 
o Supports teachers in aligning college/career exploration with classroom instruction.  
o Attends and represents MCCSC at career awareness related events 
o Implements a communication plan to inform the MCCSC community about college and career 

opportunities. 

• Project-Based Learning: 
o Designs and facilitates the implementation of project-based learning corporation-wide. 
o Organizes an online shared library of project-based learning resources. 
o Designs and implements initial and ongoing professional learning opportunities for educators. 

• STEAM and Hands-on Learning: 
o Identifies ways to incorporate career awareness into STEAM focused programs and events. 
o Promotes student and family participation in STEAM focused programs in collaboration with   

club sponsors. 
o Supports the MCCSC STEM/Computer Science Coach in the expansion and alignment of  

PreK-12 STEAM related activities and programs. 

• Entrepreneurship: 
o Identifies extended learning opportunities for students to enhance entrepreneurship skills.  
o Attends and represents MCCSC at entrepreneurship related events. 

• Community and Industry Partnerships: 
o Supports the Outreach and Innovation Coordinator in expanding community and industry 

partnerships.   
o Collaborates with community and industry partners to support college and career readiness. 
o Identifies career exploration opportunities in alignment with community and industry 

partnerships. 
o Serves as a liaison with employers and colleges. 

 
Other Roles and Responsibilities 

• Performs other duties consistent with the position.  
 
Qualifications and Skills 

• Master’s degree in school counseling, career counseling, or related field required. 

• Previous experience working in a school setting.   

• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with school stakeholders 

• Ability to plan, organize, make decisions and prioritize work to meet the daily demands of the building.  

• Excellent interpersonal communication skills. 

• Exhibit a professional manner and a positive attitude. 

• Knowledge and understanding of college and career readiness indicators. 

• Strong computer skills particularly in MS Office applications; experience with databases.  



 

 

Appendix N 

Job Description for Outreach and Innovation Coordinator 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Lead implementation of the Ready Schools Grant, including, but not limited to: 

• Project-based learning:  

o Create and oversee the implementation plan for PBL in the corporation  

o Identify community and industry partners interested in working with schools for PBL units 

o Maintain an online forum and library for sharing best practices and effective unit plans for teaching PBL  

o Plan and execute professional learning opportunities for teachers 

o Plan, implement, and sustain the use of PBL Model Learning Lab 

o Evaluate PBL implementation across the school corporation 

• STEAM & Hands-On Learning: 

o Facilitate partnerships for STEAM projects at schools and corporation-wide special events in coordination 

with the MCCSC STEM/Computer Science Coach 

• Career Awareness: 

o Identify community and industry partners willing to participate in partnership opportunities such as: 

internships, guest speakers, career day, site visits, lunch and learn, job shadowing, mock interviews, etc. 

o Oversee the transformation and alignment of the internship programs at all four MCCSC high schools in 

coordination with the College and Career Readiness Coordinator and school-based internship 

coordinators 

• Entrepreneurship: 

o Execute the role of Community Champion for the INCubatoredu program 

o Attend and represent MCCSC at local events related to entrepreneurship 

o Identify opportunities for students and educators regarding entrepreneurship (ex. pitch competitions, 

professional learning opportunities, etc.) 

• Community & Industry Partnerships: 

o Serve as a liaison between teachers, parents, students, staff, administrators, and the community 

regarding educational programs 

o Recruit community and industry members to become actively involved in the schools 

o Create a communication plan so school staff know how to share a need for assistance, training, or help 

forming a new community partnership 

o Provide the assistance requested in identifying partnerships, etc. 

o Work with principals and teachers to maintain accurate data on volunteers, community programs, and 

parent engagement initiatives/outreach 

o Create and maintain a database listing community and industry partners willing to participate in 

partnership opportunities such as: PBL, internship, guest speaker, career day, site visits, lunch and learn, 

job shadowing, and mock interviews 

o Create and maintain a database listing partnership opportunities for industry and community members to 

engage with the MCCSC 

o Support and report on the development of PBL, innovative education trends, and interests of faculty and 

students. 

o Serve on related committees and attend networking events 

• Perform related work as required 

Knowledge, Skills, and Abilities 

• Bachelor’s degree in education, communications, marketing, business, or related fields 

• Preferred 3-5 years teaching experience.  School Administration experience is a plus 

• Must have a thorough knowledge of school corporation objectives, procedures, methods, and organization 

• Must have excellent oral and written communication skills 

• Friendly, enthusiastic, and positive attitude. 

• Detail-oriented with the ability to manage multiple projects at a time. 

• Ability to work under time constraints. 

• Ability to establish and maintain effective working relationships with school officials, school administrators, School 

Board, associates, community representatives, and the public. 



 

 

Appendix O 

Transformation of The Academy of Science & Entrepreneurship 
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Appendix P 

Ready Schools Impact on The Academy of Science & Entrepreneurship 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

Appendix Q 

Career Pathways offered at The Academy of Science & Entrepreneurship 
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Ms. Tina Peterson, CEO and President 
ROI Education and Workforce Advisory Board  
Regional Opportunity Initiatives 
100 S. College Avenue, Suite 240 
Bloomington, IN 47404 
 
February 9, 2020 
 
Dear Ms. Peterson and ROI Education/Workforce Advisory Board: 
  
The Bloomington Economic Development Corporation would like to express its support of the 
Monroe County Community Schools Corporation (MCCSC) Ready Schools Implementation Grant 
proposal. Efforts to align and expand educational opportunities to address industry and 
community needs is a shared goal. We believe the implementation strategies outlined in 
MCCSC’s Implementation Grant will benefit both students and the economic development of the 
Bloomington community.   
 
As an industry and community partner located in the Uplands Region, we are well aware of the 
challenges facing local employers. As noted in the 2017 Southwest Central Indiana Occupational 
Needs Assessment, students lack the employability skills necessary to excel in the workplace. 
Therefore, we support efforts focused on aligning student academic and employability skills with 
industry needs.  
 
The Bloomington Economic Development Corporation is committed to collaborating with MCCSC 
to extend learning opportunities that support entrepreneurship and STEAM-focused activities and 
programs. We anticipate this collaboration will involve (1) continuing to brainstorm with MCCSC 
on implementation strategies, (2) facilitating connections between MCCSC and industry partners, 
and (3) supporting the development of authentic partnerships.   
 
We feel confident that the strategies included in MCCSC’s Implementation Grant will positively 
impact students. Through preK-12 aligned career awareness programs, STEAM and hands-on 
learning, project-based learning, real-world entrepreneurship experiences, and relevant and 
mutually beneficial partnerships, students will graduate from MCCSC high schools college, 
career, AND life ready. 
 
We strongly support this grant application and its efforts to engage students in relevant and real-
world learning to drive economic and workforce development through. We look forward to 
continuing our support and partnership with MCCSC as they embark on the Ready Schools 
Implementation process. 
  
Sincerely, 

 
Jennifer Pearl 
President 
Bloomington Economic Development Corporation 
jpearl@bloomingtonedc.com  
Cell: 812-320-1003 
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